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In 1958 with the election of Duff Roblints Conservative Government,

a plan to increase the economic development of Manítoba was developed.

To assist in the achievement of thís goa1, special government machínery

\,/as created to help attract private enterprise. The rnachinery' the

Manitoba Development Authority and the lfanítoba Development Fund,was

designed to aid and encourage all tyPes of economic development. However,

as events unfolded, one objective of the Government began to receive

greater and greater príority. This goa1, Ëhe utilization of Manitobars

large reserves of northern forestsralnost became an obsession with two

men, Duff Roblin and Rex Grose. Their determination in spite of many

difficultíes resulted in Ëhe ManiËoba GovernmenË entering into an

agreement r,rith a little known Sv¡iss development company; the resulL of

¡,¡hich has become known as the CFI scandal.

IË was this decision process and Èhe factors affecting it that is

the subjecË of this study. fn order to study the decision problem'

three decísion-naking theories that incorporate the case study approach

lrere used. The theories: the basic rational model, the adaptive

rational model and, the cogniËive processing model of indivíd'ual

decisíon-making present different theoretical perspectives to the case

material. The use of each model provided an opportunity to test the

applicability of these theories to this type of governmenÈ decision

process.

From the application of each theory it was found that the cognitive

processing model provided the most consistent explanation of the events

PREFACE
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that transpired, unlike the other two models whích were unable Ëo

account for several factors that domínated the decision process.

Finally, the study reveals the important affecÈ that psychological

pïocesses can have on policy making and its execution in the public

milieu.

l_v



The complexity of todayts society has created

government - demands that are more complicated and

what government faced a haLf a century ago" As one

suggests:

C}IAPTER I

"The familiar parameters of modern society - increased
concentration of population in urban complexes; the
widespread application of advanced technology; increasíng
specialization in the labour force; the integrative effects
of rapid mass conmunications; the continuing cycles of
poverty, unemployment, and dependency; etc. - all serve
to creaËe ne\¡r occasions for government interventions in
the economic and socía1 activities of its citizens."

1

Government involvement has become necessary so that such demands can

be met. private índustry, individuals, socíal and religíous organizations

do noË have the mandaËe nor the financial, human, and technological

resources Ëo coordinate all the changes modern socieËy has produced
2

during the last half century. In order that today's society receives

the m¡ximum benefit from new technological and social advances, and

ËhaË these benefits aïe shared as equally as possible, a broadly based

organízation like goveïnment that can meet these diverse needs is

required to coordinate all the changes in todayts society. Canadian

goveïnments at all levels have increasingly been concerned r';rith providíng

policies to neeË these new demands.

Canadíans have since the beginning of the century been influenced

by the Lauríer notion that the Twentieth Century belongs to Canada.

This notion \¡ras and in m:nY instances sti11 is' largely based on the

widespread belief Ëhat Canada is blessed wíËh an unlimited supply of

new demands for

dífficult to answer then

social scientist
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natural resources. Canadars natural resources have played a key role

in the economic development of Ëhe country. Both the Federal and

Provincial governments have actively sought this kind of development.

The Fecleral government has provided special tax concessions, preferential

shipping charges, and, in some cases transportation facilities to the

different resource industries. The Provincial govern¡nents have gÍven

exclusíve jurisdiction over large tracts of land, tax concessions and

other forns of assistance v¡ithin províncial jurisdiction. Big business

in Canada often Ereans lrrperial Oil, INCO, ALCAN. And because of this,

resource clevelopment has been a special area of concern for all Canadian

governments.

If governments are to provide effective utilization of Ëhese

resources, it wi-1l be necessary for them Ëo ful1y m¡ximize their

organizaËional potential v¡hen naking resource policy decisions. To

ensure that this happens and to provide as uuch support as possíble,

continued analysis of government decision processes rnust be carríed

out. A com'ne¡ belief suuraed up by one writer is that: "Analysis is

almost certainly a necessary condition for achieving nore successful
3

government.r' One method available to social scíentists to ensure this

happens is the case study approach.

The use of case studies while being considered by some researchers

Ëo be liroited in their ability to anaTyze events sígnificantly, provides

political scientists with a research tool that can have inrmediate

inplications to their research. As one investigator vl-rites: "As a

sËrategy for generating insights and propositions, the case study



is invaluable.r' And several other wríters state: trOne case study can

be used to build on another in a rough but effective kind of inductive
5

learning." Case studies, they further suggest "if carefully analyzed,

can províde means both for the accumulation of organizationaL knowledge

and for the acquisition of increasing skill in diagnosing both the
6

general and the unique abouË every case.tt Case studíes can focus on a

partl-cular sequence of evenËs that has either taken place or is in the

process of happening. They provide for the interested political scientist

a meÈhod of recording the actions or processes thaÈ lead to a specific

alËernative. They are not designed to aid the political scientisË ín

rnakíng predictions about future events. Rather, their use can add to

the body of knor,¡ledge already available, with the expectatíon that aË

some fuÈure poínt, enough information r¡ri1l have been accumulated to

lead to t.he developmenË of a more comprehensíve understanding of decision-

makíng processes.

The decision by the Progressive Conservative Government of Duff
7

Roblin to plomote Ëhe development of an integrated foresËry projecË

in Northern Manitoba represenLs an opportunity to study from a case-

study approach the decísion-naking process in an important area of

government concern, that of resource developnent. It is this decision

process which began in 1958 and the cÍrcumstances influencing it, that

i.¡i11 be analyzed in ChaPter fII.

Þf,anitoba has always been a province dominated by its resource

potential. In the riecades before it became a provínce, the fur trade

dominated the economic activity, and the arrival- of Lord Selkirkrs



settlers ín 1812 díd little to change this. IË \,Ias not until the 1BB0rs

when large numbers of settlers began to homesËead, that the fur trade began

to lose its Ímportance. trIhile agriculture vrould dominate the econonic

scene for years to come, Manitobans quite rightly, stil1 looked to the

development of its natural resources to increase its r¿ealth.

Lítt1e progress was m:de towards Èhís goal until 1928 when the

first najor mine r¡Ias opened in the North at Flin Flon. Several years

later three more mines vlere also broughË into production.

"The stage seemed seË for the openíng and development
the North with an econony based largely on miníng but
unforËunately the Great Depression intervened and as
deepened, so economic development slowed dor'vn and for
decade r¿as virtually moribund."

B

Further mineral development did noË occur till after the Second l^iorld

I^Iar. In 1956 Ëhe International Níckel Company of Canada announced

the discovery of one of the vrorldts greatest nickel belts and with

the discovery, Manitoba began to develop the hydro electric poËential

of the Nelson River.

During this same period, Manítobals forestry potential was also

being utilized, but nothing that could be considered major had taken

place. In L927 Ãbitibi built a newsprint mil1 at Píne Falls and by

1938 there were approxímately 200 sar,¡mÍ11s in l"fanitoba, mosË of which

were of a sm¡1l scale. This situation remained somewhat statíc til1

1958 r^¡hen Duff Roblin's Conservatives r¡ere elected to power. I'or

Roblin this situation was intolerable and he considered it a waste

of

ir
a



of a valuable resource that could aid lulanítobars development" During
9

his testimony to the commission of Inquiry which invesËigaÈed the

circums¡ances surrounding the development of Ëhe Forestry and Industrial

complex at The Pas he stated, "Although everybody knew the forest I'7as

there and a nunber of potential developers had undoubtedly looked aÈ
10

iË, none had come forward to harvest it on a large seale'"

Upon his election Roblin set out to rectify this siEuation. He

appointed Rex Grose to the position of Deputy-Minister of Industry

and Commerce. Grosets appointment was in large part due to his past
11

experience in this area of government activity'

Government also created the Manitoba Development Authority (ìDA) and

13

a special "Fundt' to assist its efforts to attÏact economic development

to l"lanitoba. Grose was also narned General Manager of the Fund besides

his duties of Deputy-Minister. Between 1958 and 1965 the Government

through Grose acÈiveIy pursued several pulp and paper coupanies' It

commissioned nunerous studies to investigate Èhe economíc feasibility

of locating an integrated forestry complex in the North. It then

appointed Grose to Èhe full time task of seeing the project through'

It advertised boËh natíonally and ínternationally the economic profits

that could be reaped from such a project. It increased substantially

the j_ncentive package available. It refused several other Ëypes of

resource developuenÈ pÏoposals from interested companíes, because it

wanted an íntegraËed forestry project. No company remained interested

ín the development for long, that is, until september 1965 when the

Govern¡rent finally signed an agreement with a comPany ít had been

At this Ëíme, the
t2



negotiatíng \,üith for three daYs.

Three models of decisíon-making will be used to anaLyze this decision

process of the Roblin Government. The three theories wblch will be

discussed in detaíl in the following chapter are the basic rational

mode1, the adaptive rational model and, Ëhe cognitive processing model

of individual decísion-making. The salienË reason for selectíng these

models vras based on their account of the factors that affect a decision-

process and the irnportant role expectations have on the decision process.

Each model views the expectation of the decision-m:ker differently"

The raËional model suggests expeetaÈions have no affect on the decision

pïocess oËher Ëhen as a concepË of rnaximization. The adaptive model

states expectations are mntched to available alternatives. And the

cogniËive model suggesËs the decision-maker will retain an expectatíon

\,r1Ëhout changing it. Another equally iuportant reason r¿as the approach

each model Ëakes ín analyzing the decision process. The basic raËiona1

model vier.rs the governnent decision-makers as a single enËity, the

adaptive rational model sees Ëhem as a coalition of individuals and, the

cognitíve model from an individual basis. Thus r¿e will have three

different perspecËives, but with each having the sane objective. Each

model also adopts the case study approach to the study of decísion

processes. Therefore this study v¡ill add another perspective Ëo the

evidence already available in this area of decision-mnking analysis.

In choosing Ëhe basic rational model several other reasons \¡7ere

also considered. First, this Ëheory or slight variations of it, is

one of the nost cot'-only-used models in decision-naking analysis.



Second, it is generally accepted that government decision-makers

themselves use such a meËhod when making decisions' Briefly, the model

suggesËs thaÈ the decision-naker has perfect informntion, he knows

every alternative and he chooses the alternative that w-il1 bring tnaximum

satisfaction Ëo hirnself. Because government decisions are typícally

thoughË to be mad.e according to this modelts expectations and its

widespread use, its inclusion provides a good starting point for this

case study.

The adaptive rational model is a variation of rhe first theory but

its major emphasis is on decision-unkíng at a group level, i.€.,

organizatíonal, It also is different in that it does not accePt the

notion of perfect information, nor does it accept Ëhe prenise that

decisíons are aade according Èo Ëhe best alternative. The adaptive

rational mod.el states that constraints musË be imposed on Ëhe environmen't

to make it manageable, because of the condition of uncertaínty that

exists. Subject to these conditions, the first alternative in a

sequential search that satisfies some minimum 1eve1 of expectation will

be chosen. The model posits several hypotheses: one' a fírm engages

in a sequential analysis of alternat.ives and chooses the first one Ëhat

meeËs its desired leve1 of expectation; two, decísions are directly

related to a few parameters whose values aÏe consËantly assessed; threet

to further reduce uncertainty, restlicLíon of the environment is

necessary; four, learning processes are subject to successful or

unsuccessful experiences and that consistent failure to ueet a certain

level of aspiration v¡i1l resulË in a reducËion of that 1eve1'



The last theory, I'the cognitíve processíng model", prinary purpose

i-s the analysís of actions by individuals rather then the total gloup'

Tt is based on three cournonly accepted psychologícal princíp1es. The

first proposition suggests that the mind ís an information processíng

systeûì which responds to new data by comparing it to previous experiences

(i.e., in the form of belief stÏuctures) before deeiding on some course

of action, The second principle states that not only is informatíon

processed but that it is processed according to an inference hierarchy

and decisions are based on this hierarchy. The last concept aclctowledges

the fact that Ëhe mind is subjecÈ Ëo vast quantitites of information.

To maintaín an efficient processing mechanism, the mind trrust Ietaín a

minímum 1eve1 of consistency in its belief structuïe- Like the adaptive

rational model, thís theory posits several specific expectations Ëo

which Ëhis study wíI1 address ítse1f. They are: one' decision-makers

tend to restrict the time span of their consideraËions to the near

future; two, decision-makers will tend to focus on a single objective

and they will tend to ignore, deny or somehow avoid recognizirg any

conflict in information relevant to that objective; three' decísion-

makers will tend to rely upon ímpossibility ínferences; four, decision-

m¡lcers will avoid rnaking acijustments i-n principal objectives

by adopËing transformational ínferences, and; fíve, decision-mnkers

will seek concurríng information from other like-minded individuals

to support theÍr or,m belief structures.
I4

Does the CFI decision process offer social scientists the

riecessary significance to vlarrafit an investigation? Several factors



indícate that iË does. First., the decísion process ínvolved the

Provincets key political leaders and a civí1 servant. Second, it

centered around an important policy concern of the Conservative Partyrs

attitude toward.s economic development. Third, ít affected the economic

growth of l"lanitoba. FourËh, it involved an important area of governmenË

jurísdiction - resource developnent. Fifth, the eventual decision has

had both inter-provincial and internaËional repercussions. And síxth,

it drew the attention of the entire province.

The general purpose of this study is to provide the reader v¡ith an

analysis of the Churchill Forest Industries decision process from Ëhree

theoretical perspectives. Specifically it is the intent of thís Ëhesis

to apply the expectations generated by Ëhe Ëhree models Ëo the decision

process to see which model best explains the events and circumstances

t.haË resulted. in the CFI scandal

I,Jhile such studies can not inprove the present decision performance

of government officials, their ínrmediate value lies in the fact that

they provide researchers r,rith a valuable research tool in their analysis

of the behavior exhibited by decision-makers. As more evídence is

collected, this research toolrs usefulness will assist poli-tÍcal

scientists in formulating a more comprehensive model of decisíon-m¡kíng

theory. One case study is noË capable of providíng a universal

explanation for all decision processes, but it can offer a reasonable

explanation for a particular decision process like the CFT affair.
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11

Grose had left the civil servíce ín 1957 to work in private
industry, but under the Carnpbell Government had been Deputy-Minister
of Industry and Commerce.

L2
The Authoríty had a Directorate or policy-rnakíng body r¡hích v¡as

a comrittee of Cabinet. It also had a Board consisting of senior civil
servants at the Deputy-Minister leve1 that acËed as a recoramendation
and implementation group.

13
The Manitoba DevelopmenË Fund (mf¡ or better known as the "Fund"

had its own Board mede up of prominent busínessnen. It vras auËonomous
by terms of its statuËe from both the Government and the MDA.

L4
For stylistic purposes, the decision process Ëhat the Roblín

GovernmenË began in 1958 and which later resulted in the Churchill
Forests IndusÈries complex being built at The Pas, will be generally
referred to in thís paper as the CFf decision process, the CFI af.f.ai-r
or just CFI.

11



Tn thís chapter we ¡¡ill discuss the theoretical alternaËives to be

applied to the Churchill Forest Industry case studY m:terial. The

objectives are to: exarn:ine the conceptual alternatives offered by the

decision-making literature; elaborate the kinds of conditíons to which

decísion-making processes in the public sector encounter; provide a clear

outline of the expectaËions generated by the basic rational, adaptive

rational and cogniËive proeessing models. The expectations generated

from these models will be used to gain an insight into the materials

provided in Chapter Three.

In the area of decision-rnaking T¡/e are concerned with, two wídely

accepted approaches are significant to the nodels noËed above. The

classical economic approach provides a foundation for the basic rational

model and H.A. Simonrs coricept of "bounded rationality and satisficing"

forms an integral parÈ of the adaptive rational model. The Èhird model,

the cognitive processing theory is not associaËed rlt-ith any of the

generally accepted approaches and it has had linited use because of its

recent developroent. The models have been adopted fron John Steinbrunerts

stud.y, The ì4ind and Milieu of Policv-lfakers: A Case Studv of the MLF

in which he analyzed the developmenË of a major foreign policy decision
I

by Ëhe American Government.

The mosË conrnonly accepted approach to the study of decision-making

has been the classical economic approach. Aecording to this concept'

man is an economic being who possesses three properties. He is: (1)

completely inforned; (2) infinitely sensiËive, and; (3) raËional.

According to thís model, the way in v¡hich decisions are made one author

l2

CHAPTER I1



wrítesrís to

"evaluaËe Ëhe ends ín terms of alternative costs and to
allocate means in terms of merginal (or comparative) utiliËy"
The ultinate objecËive of all decisions and actíons has been

assumed t.o be the u¡axÍuizatíon of welfare or satísfaction ,)

or ouËput per man-hour or some other measurable quantity'tt -

Another rnoïe general way of explaining Ëhis is offered by Robínson and

Majak: "Classic economic theory, ... assumes thaË in any decisíon'

païticipants formulaËe all possible alternatives and select Èhe best

one on the basis of knoum uËilities for each alternatÍve and ordered

preferences amont them. " This is co¡mtonly referred to as the

"rationalistic'r model from whích the basic raËional model is derived.

The expectaËions from this model are generated from the basíc assumptions

this model aËtaches to the decision-maker. These expectations will be

discussed in the section dealing vrith the basic rational model elsewhere

in the chapter.

In contrasË to the concept of rationality proPosed by the classical

economic theory, HerberË Simon suggested Ëhe idea of "bounded rationalityrr

which took into accounË mants li¡aited abilities. This theory, James

Robinson states "...would ltrore neaï1y comporÈ with whaË is *oT abouË

the psychologícal and physiological limits of decision--"kers.t' simon

felt that mants ability to Process information and solve problems is not

infinite when environmental complexity is taken inËo account ' "In fact

it is so complex" as Chrís Argyris suggests "that IDan canno¡ m¡ke decisions

withouË having constrai-nts imposed upon his environment to help make

iË nanageable." Given Ëhis constraint on ^nrs analytical ability, the

decision-mâker in Simonts view can only consider a few alternatives, and

13



of Ëhese he can only approximate their utility.

To counter this problem Simon suggesËed thaË the decisíon-maker

bases his decision choice on Èhe attainment of a minimum level of

expectation raËher then optimizatíon. For Símon Ëhe decision-maker

does not carry out the search pattern that the classícal approach holds"

Rather as Ëwo analysts wríte:

"...Ëhat a decision will be adopted r.¡hen an alternative
seems to EeeL minimal sËandardsr or is t'good enoughtr, and
that a decisíon is not dependent on the availability of 6

all possible alternatives from r¿hich the best may be selected.rl

This type of action would lead the decision-maker to seek a saËisfying

solution rather than the "best" one. It is this concept Ëhat ties

Simonts model to Èhe adaptive rational- model and gives CyerË and Marchls

model greater latitude in analyzing decision processes.

Generally a decision-uraking situaËion is classified as uncerËain,

certain or risky. Robínson suggesËs that this classification can be
7

broken down even further: uncertainty, risk, rouËine and unprogranmed'

l[hile it would appeaï that Ëhe classification of the decision process

rnay be subjeet to semanLical ínterpretations, there is a major argunent

in the literature about as Robinson and lfajak state; "The degree to

which one can justifiably transfer - wheËher substantively or heuristically

observation and genexalLzaËions about nonpolitical decision-makíng to
8

poliËícal decisíons...r' In their arËicle "The Theory of Decision-Making",

Robinson and ìfajak summarize the li-terature dealing with this question

L4

and cauËion the neuËral partj-ciPant:

t'If one cannot reach a conclusion on the generalizabiliËy of
nonpolitical decisíon behavior to political decision behavior



(and více versa), he is aË least prompted Ëo generalize with
caution and to recognize the need for retesËíng ín political
settings propositions derived from non-political decision
studies. ttn

For our purposes we will assume that such processes can be equated and

Ëhat concepts can be formulated from politÍeal decision-making and other

otganízaËional decísion-rnaking on the same terns'

Decision*nakíng is subject to the amounË of infor¡ation avaí1able"

In some business decisions, all the facts necessary for Ëhe decision are

knornm in advanee; that ís, there is no uncerËainty or risk about future

cosËs or expected profits. The problem then is to select the best

alternative. For example, a manufacturing firrn tras several factories

that ship goods to its warehouses located throughout Ëhe country. The

firn knows exacËly the shipping costs of each factory to each warehouse,

as well as the uanufacturing capacities of the factories and the

requilements of each vlarehouse. The problem facing the firm is Ëo

decide Ëhe optimum (least cost) shipping schedule (i.e,, which factories

should ship to r,¡hich warehouse). In this case al1 the relevant inf ormaËion

is knor^m in advance. Thís type of knowledge is chalactelistic of

"decision-naking under certaintytr -

The tossing of a coir! is an example of I'decision-makíng under riskrt.

trrlhen a coin is tossed Èhere is a 0.5 probability (i.e., 507" chance) of

tossing a head. The decision-maker in this case can predict with some

accuracy the chance he will have of achieving a desired goal. I^Ihen a

number or probability can be aËtached to a decision problem then it is

viewed as a risk. "A proposition about the future to rqhích a number

I5



can be atËached, a numbeï that represents the likelihood that the
10

proposition i-s true, may be called a first-order risk.r' Therefore when

a person kno¡.+s before hand the probability of achieving a specific goal ,

he is rnaking a "decision under risk".

trrlhen a decision is nade r¡ithouË the benefít of having all the

relevant information or knowíng the probability, it must be viewed

differently. For example, if the firn did not know the requirements of

their warehouses because of changíng m¡rket conditions and/or Ëhat by

the time shipments were ready, a nev¡ fee schedule (not yeË knor¡n) r¿ou1d

be in effecÈ, the firm would have to make a t'decisionunderuncertaintyrr.

This type of decision is characterízed by the facÈ thaË the decísion-

mâker does not know all Ëhe facts and musË proceed on this basis. The

CFI decision m¡de by a group falls into this lasË categorya

For the CFI decision group, the decision process took place under

a condit.ion of uncertainty. But unlike business firms which usually

operate in an oligopolistic market, Ëhere are several differences in

this condítÍon of uncertainÈy due to the milieu each organization is

exposed to. First, the business firm can specify or define a sna1l 1íst

of key variables affeeting its decision Ëhus placing ParameËers on the

decj-síon problem. The government decision-mnker can not do this and

often some of the paraloeÈers (i.e., envíronmental factors) can not be

so defined. A second area relat,es Ëo Ëhettflow of relevant everitstr.

In the merkeÈ place, these events occur in a fairly uniform pattern

(e.g. seasonal sales) giving the firn a betÈer idea of the decision time

available. In governmenË, such patËerns are not predictable nor uniform

and the "1ead time" can not be ascertained r+ith such precision. In most

16



ínstances this last factor is due to the different activity the Ëwo

organizatíons are involved in. The business firm operates in an

environment that is repetitious, while govelnment when nakíng policy

decisions does not. fn the actual adrninistration of Ëhese decisíons

a repetitive situatíons does exist. WiËh the establíshment of these

parameters the study no\¡r turns to the specífic parameters defined by

the three models.

The basic rational theory of decision-making is derived frora the

classical economic theory discussed above. llan is said to possess

three characËeristics: one, he is assr¡med to have complet.e and perfect

information about his environment; tr^ro, he is infinítely sensitive Ëo

all possible alternatives for attaining a preferred state' and; three

he ranks his alternative according Èo a preference ordering to receive

the maximum benefit from his decision. This last point, a central

princíple of the theory of riskless choice assumes that Ëhe decision-
13

makel will always ehoose the híghest ranked alternative. These

characteristics can be vierved as e)<Pectations of the basic rational

model. They present to the investigator a series of hypotheses which

can be Ëested in the CFI decision process.

An inportant assunpËion of the basíc rationa model!s expectatíon

of rationality is the concept of search. For the decísion-maker to

have perfeet knor¡ledge he üust carry out a search for a1l the

informaËion associated vrj-th a particular decision process before he

can rank-order his alternatives and nake the preferred choice.

Scanning theory of search reflects Èhe rational decision-m¡ker I s

continuous exploration of his environment for new infornation and po1ícy

TTIE BASIC RATIONAL THEORY OF DECISION-MAKING
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options or alternatíves to improve his leve1 of decisíon-makíng

performance. The on-going process of search posited by thís theory

would suggest that in an operational setting, as one writer states'

"...would seem to inply that a large number of alternative policíes

r¿ould. be generated and, at any rate, that the development of alternatives
T4

would be actively encouraged." This expectation can be verífied in

conjunction with the general expect.ation of rationality in the CFI

decision process.

Equally important is scanning theoryts assumption that the decísíon-

maker will produce large anounts of information relevant to the decísion

problem and Ëhat the decisíon problem would be defined at a general

1eve1 rather than a specífic leve1 (e.g., in the CFI case, economic

development of the North instead of CFI itself). This expectation can

also be Ëested ín Lhe CFI case study.

Use of the basic rational model provides a general characterizatior.

of a decision-m¡ker that can be used throughout our analysís. A decision-

makeï can be viewed as having a conscious purpose in relation to his

environment and one who uses the resources at hís disposal to achieve

specific goa1s. In doing so, he exhibits a tangible degree of efficiency

and effectiveness in achieving his goa1s. This generalized view of a

decision-Eaker cannot be dismj-ssed too easily because of i-ts general

acceptance. The model provides us with a number of expeetations; the

opportunity to Ëest a concept which governnent decisíon-mâkers have

traditionally been thought to elryloy when making decÍ-sions; to investigate

whaË other alternatives were available to Ëhe Government; to study Ëhe

objectives of the CFI concept; and ít provides us with the perspective

that goveïrrment decision-uaking can be analyzed as the acËions of a



síngle entíty. Therefore these models províde a good basís to start a sËudy'

As one author argues rr...investigation out to begin with a rational

model and proceed from there, introducing such modificaËions as one rleeds
15

in ana]yzing a gíven problem". It is the intent of this study to follow

the authorrs suggestion

THE ADAPTIVE RATIONAL THEOPJ OF DECISION-MAKING

As suggested above the next rnodel r¿e shall use to analyze the

political decision-making behavior in the CFI case is the "adaptive
16

rational model't. The model was developed by Cyert and March on the

basis of Simonrs critícisms of ïational theory. Prior to Ëhe formulation
T7

of this model }larch and Simon had conducted an extensive study in which

they found little work had been carried out on rrinformation processing't

in relaËion to understanding organj,zaLjonal- behavior. They rejected the

concepË of preference ordering and insËead subsÈituted Simonrs concept

of "satisficíngt'. Cyert and March in their follow up study suggested

thaË the I'satisfj-cing concepÈ" plays an important role in a firmr s

decision-making behavior because of the condition of uncertainty the

firm is faced 1,iíth and the li¡nited analytical abiliÈy of the decision-

ñâker. Following this reasoning, Cyert and March hyPothesized that the

f irm ¡.,rith iÈs multiple obj ectives engages in a sequential analysis of

alËernatives and chooses the first one that meets its desired 1evel of
18

expectat.ion.

Like the basic ratíonal model, the adaptive rational model raises

the noËion of search. The latter model however rejects the scanning

theory of search and its process of optimizatior:. It posits instead

the concept Ëhat search is based on the solving of immediate problems

and is a function of aspiraËion 1evel goals. It is a process of
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problem sol-ving by sequential attention hence the n:me of "problemistic

and sequential theory of searcht'.

A major premise of this theory suggests that the decision-maker

is not constanËly searching his environment for additional information

nor is he constantly generating alternative policies. Rather the

decision-maker focuses attention on areas where expectations are not

being met.. Thusrthe theory hypothesízes that alternative policies are

evaluated sequentially (i.e., one at a t.íme) until one is found that

¡oeets the desíred expectation. In addition,the model suggesËs Ëhat if

the search process is not successful, rnodif ications w-i11 take place Ëo

expect.ation 1eve1 and the alternatives until such time as a policy

alternative and a desired aspiration match. The modelrs hypothesís wil-l

be tesËed in the CFI case study.

In additiori t,o Ëhe problemistic and sequential theory, Cyert and

March proposed another Ëheory which is an adaption of the latter mode1.

Itrhile conducÈing a study Lhey observed the subject organization responding

to a problem with a solution thaË had little to do with the problem. As

a result of thís observed behavior they concluded that firms have a

Lendency "...Ëo develop policy alternatives índependent of problems, and
19

then to apply these to problems which later arise." From these actions,

Cyert and March suggesËed that search behavior is based on Ëhe linking

of two processes - problems seeking alternatives and alternatives seeking

problems. Therefore they hypothesized that alternatives are developed

independently of a parËicular problem and quite often are disËínct from

the problerxs to which they are mated.

Another major premise of the adapËive rational nodel is the presence

20



of uncertainty and the fÍrms response to this condition. Cyert and

March labelled thisrÌ:ncertainty avoidancell. Business fírms face

uncertainties in market behavior, stockholder attitudes, behavior of

competitors. To reduce the uncertaínty such factors raise, business

firrns wíl1 adopt decision-rules that encourage short-run solutíons and

avoíd situatíons in v¡hich they are required to forecast future long

tern events. r'In shorttt, March and Cyert state,

"Ëhey achieve a reasonably manageable decision situaËion
by avoiding planning where plans depend on predictíons of
uncertain future events and by emphasizing planning where
the plans can be made self-confirrning through some control
device. tt^-- 20

Subject to these observations the adaptive rational model hypothesízes

that decisions are dírectly related to a few parameters r¡hose values are

constanË1y assessed. It also hypothesizes ËhaË firms further reduce

uncertainty by ensuring control and predictability by restrieting the

relevant environmental facËors. These expectations will be applíed to

the CFf case study mâterial.

The adapÈive rational modelrs next rnnjor concept is 'lorganízational

learning. I' This concept refers to the process of adaptive behavioral

change over time, It involves three phases in Ëhe decision process:

1) adaptation of goals; 2) adaptaËion in attention rules and; 3) adaptation

in search rules. Cyert and March stat,e that ri,.,organizations change

Ëheir goals, shift their aËtention, and revise their procedures for
2I

search as a function of their experÍencert'and therefore fir¡rs adjust

their behavior in response to environmental conditions.

The adaptation of goals by a firm reflects the organizationts

21,



sensitiviËy t.o Ëhe success compeËitors have in attainíng goals and to ÍËs

own expeïíences in achieving its goals. The adaptation in attentíon

rules is a funcËion in whích an organization tends to respond Ëo some

inform:tional inputs while neglectíng others. This process is directly

related to an organízaxionts tendency to deal "i¿þ irnnediate problems

or goa1s. In this instance informat.ion relevant to the short term

objective or problem will be utilized while information pertainíng to

long term situations will be bypassed. The third phase, adaptation in

search rules is a behavior organizations exhibit r"-hereby if they find

a particular search pattern successful, they r,rill tend to use it again.

TogeËher Ëhe Ëhree funitions suggesË that past success will tend to

determine organízatÍonal behavior in the future. Therefore the adaptive

rational model hypothesizes thaË Èhe learning process is subjecË to

successful or unsuccessful experiences and that consístent failure to

meet a certain 1eve1 of aspiration w-i1l result in thaË leve1 of aspiration

being reduced.

The theoretical discussíon of the basic rational and the adaptive

rational models has suggested to the reader a series of hypotheses thaÈ

are very different. For example, the former model suggests that the

decision-maker ís a rational being who has complete information abouË

the decísion situatíon. On the other hand, the latter model suggests

that the decision-maker does not possess such inform:tion. Iurthernore

it suggests Ëhat he does not have the analytical ability to process Ehis

data nor is he a\^7are of all the possible alternatives - a statement

that is contrary to the basic rational ¡nodelts hypothesis. These two

notions - perfect versus ímperfecË i:rformation, and; total analytical
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versus lirnited analytical ability suggest tr¡o essential differences in

these models approaches in analyzLng the decision-making behavior of the

CFI ciecision group.

AnoËher area of theoretical dispute involved the concept of search.

The basic model stated that search is a continuous funcËion, always

generating more data and alternatives for the decision-maker Èo improve

his decision performance. The adaptive model suggested that search

was either a function of necessity - that is, when a problem arose or

expectatíons vlere not being met, then the decision-maker would act. 0r,

it suggested that problems and alternatives are m:ted. In the CFI

decision process Ëhese expectaËions will be tested in relation to the

behavior Lhe Government exhibíted as the search \,rent on for a developer.

The concept of opti-mization or maximization posited by the ratíonal

nodel is in direct contïast to Sínonts concept of "satisficing".

The former model states thaË the alternaËive Ëhat brings the highest

utility to the decision-maker will be chosen. The latter model however

states that the first alternatíve that meets a particular level of

expectation r¿il1 be chosen. If this does not happen than Ëhe aspiration

1eve1 will be lowered. I{híle the Government was in the midsË of its

decísion process, a variety of alternatives \¡Iere available to it. The

behavior of the Government rrl-i11 be analyzed to see íf it conforms to

either hypothesis.

As sEated at the conclusíon of the theoretical discussion of the

first model, the application of a model gives Èhe researcher a chance to

test a modelts applieabí1ity to a decision situation. In the adaptive

ratíonal node1, the opportunity is presented to anaLyze the Governmentrs
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decision-makíng behavior from another theoretical perspectíve.

The third model in our analysis of the CFf decision probleu ís
22

the f'cognitive processing theory of decision-making. " In this model,

man is considered as an individual, subjecË to infornation and a variety

of stimuli from his environmenL. A central premise of the model is that.

utarr - Èhe decisíon-maker - has an Ego whích screens incoming inform¡tionr

cat-egorizies it, aÈtaches values to it, and then stores it for fuËure

use and information. This process is referred to as the "reality

principle". In other words: man is víewed as a decision-màker and the

Ego is the executor of his decisions, A central problem in this approach

is the relationship between the attribuËes of cognítive functioning and

behavj-or paËterns exhibited in response to, or in anticipation of,

environmental conditions. Three basic concepts of psyehology set the

parameters for this psychological model of decision-uaking. They are:

1) Èhe concept of information processing; Z) the concept of cogniËive

organizaÈion, and; 3) Ëhe consistency principle of cogniLive processing.

The concept of infornation processing states that the Ego is an

organized processing system. The Ego responds Èo nevr environmental
L)

sËimuli by the use of intervening varíables. It corapares the new

information t.o stored data before iÈ decides on some form of action.

Thís suggests that behavior can be understood in terms of past behavior

and in EerES of principles of informaËion storage and comparison. This

concept also suggests that behavior is partly determíned by how an

A COGNITIVE PROCESSING THEORY OF INDIVIDUAL DECISIO}I-MAKING
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individuaL organizes his notions of the world independently of the actual

environment situation.

Cognitive organization, the modelrs second principle argues that

not only is Èhe Ego an information processing system, but it stores this

information according to inference hierarchies and makes decisions based
24

on this hierarchial sysÈem. Inference híerarchies are a series of seËs,

each conËaining particular information pertinent to the set and then

priorized according Èo the íuportance the perceíver aËtaches to that
25

seL. These sets of infornation are comme¡ly called beliefs. InformaËion

in a belief set can be posiËive or negative. One belief may be a sub-set

of another thus establishing the basis of a complex belief sËructure.

trühen new informaÈion is processed iÈ is compared to existing belief sets

to see if iË has any relation. If it does the new data is processed

into the existing seË, if iË does not then a new belief set v¡ill be

established.

Polítical belief patterns aïe an important factor ín individual

decision-naking and group decision-making behavíor at the government

leve1. Conmeo experience is a reflection of thoughts and Ehoughts are

based on beliefs. In order for a group to work effectively together,

there must be a co'nmon baSís. t'AS lqe shall See,ttone writer SËatest

"cormqon belief patterns are thought to be funetional to organizations

and societies (as well as to individuals) in helping the members work
26

together.'? Belief patterns help to define for both the individual
27

and society, roles and role behavior, âs well as applying a hierarchial

ordering to this tnemory organizatíon. It is assr:med that an individualts

oï groupts behavior response to any given stirm:1i is therefore subject



to some componenË ín the total belíef (operative) structurer

There has been a great deal of research in regards to memory

organizationona hierarchial basis. Research has demonstraËed the

operation of inference structures in determining basic aspects of

behavior. Since such conclusions are predicaËed on basic aspects of

behavior, we will assume when dealing with events that are more complicated

(í.e", government decisíons) that the mind still operates in the same

r,ray. Thus, Ëhe propositions of infornation processing and cognitive

organization are al-so inclusive for Èhe types of decision-making behavíor

we w-ill be analyzing.

The last concept states that the cognitive processing mechanisms

operaÈe in such a mânner as to m¡intain a minimal level of consistency

in the inference structure. Consistency is the key factor concerning

information processing and storage. This concept has two implications:

one, inËernal relationships within each seË musL mâintain some consistenË

1evel of tolerance or aeceptance and; trn7o, it is assumed that naintenance

of an overall consistency 1eve1 is difficult because a complex belief

sËructure requires much more cognitive processing. The Èv¡o irnplications

are important to our analysis of Ëhe CFI problem because the principle

of consisËency sËates that Ëhe informaËion in a given set aust support

the defíning inferences. Furtherinore in a complex strucËural síÈuation,

changing a set specification r,rill require sizeable rearrangements in the

belief structure especía11y if there is a considerable amount of

ineonsístency in the ner,¡ information.

Not only does inconsístent inforrnation pose the above problems, but

it also necessitates a system to handle inconsistency r'rithín the

26



present belíef structure" Thís ís ímportant because !'changing the set--

defining inference, for example, when inconsistent ínformntíon is added,

cannot arrsrrer the problerr if an alternative inference r'rhich resolves
2B

the inconsistency is not írrmediately avai1ab1e." Maintenance of

consistency levels l¡ithin a belief set or sets becomes especially

important to decision-nakers operating ín the complex environment of

government.

Leon Festinger in his book A Theory of Cognitíve Dissonance deals

wíth the problem of reducing íncorisistency levels. According to his

theory the level of dissonance that exists after a person has m'de a

decision is in direct relaËion to the number of inconsistencíes he

30
knew before hanc1. The existence of such dissonance is psychologícally

uncomfortable for the person and he will Ëry to reduce it and achieve

consonance. Festinger emphasized this point. t'when dissonance is

present, in addiËíon to trying to reduce it, the person will actively

avoid situati-ons and information which would likely increase the
31

dissonance." In the study of the CFI decision m:terial this situation

wíll appear with alarming'regularity and the consequences it had will

be examined carefully"

Before any specific hypotheses from the general structule stated'

above are steÈed, a number of addíËional specífications remain to be

defined. These specifícat.ions include: 1) types of inferences; 2)

structural flexibilities and ínference strengths; 3) mechanisms of
32

consistency EEnagement and; 4) Ëhe princíple of stluctural siruplicity'

Types of inferences refer to the differences that raake belief

seËs distinct from each other. These differences include: the distínctj-on

27
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between fact and value where value inferences can be supported or

damaged by factual inferences; and where beliefs based on factual

inferences can dominate beliefs based on value inferences. Another

disËinction of this specification relates to vrhere value inferences

exceeds supportive facts. "This means that the strength of a value

belief is not as dependent upon. the encompassed daËa as is a factual
^^JJ

belief.t' In other wordsrbeliefs based on value inferences can in some

instances dominate beliefs relying on factual ínferences.

The specification of sËructural flexibilíty and inference strength

deals with Ëhe problem of flexibility and rigidity in the operative

belief Structure. In other \¡lords, the notion that some component

beliefs are subjecË to more change than others. Two concepÈs, that of

inductive support and deductive supporE, arise from. the above

specificaLion. Inductive supporË reflects the inner relaÈionship

between the elements of a belief set and the set's parameËers' Deductíve

support refers to the resístance to change exhibited by some belief

seÈs because of their position in the overall operative belief sËructure

and not because of the supporËive information of that set. Allport

explains this concept thus:

28

ilThe more firrnly a hypothesís is embedded in a larger
organization of a eognitive sort, the less will be the

"tor.rrrt 
of appropríate informetion necessary to confirm

it and the less subj ect will iË be to changes in later
experience.rt

^lJ+

A

^

further subrspecífication is the presence of

result of in-coming informaËíon being applied

Istructural uncertaintYtt,

to a complex decisíon



problem rvÍth a large number of multiple factors involved. This denotes

a sítuation whereby a large number of infererices are generated, but

no inference with a high degree of ínductive reasoning ís able to

dominate, because of the dispersion of factual data among Ëhe various

inferences. In such situations ínferences will have a Ëendency to be

established on deductive grounds'

Mechanisms of consistency management refer to the techniques the

mind uses to maintaín a certain 1eve1 of consistency in a given belief

structure, Consistency ís necessary because f'v¡ithout some minimal

coheïerice in a personts belief strucËuree no experience at all is
35

possible and no behavior can occur.rr Reduction of inconsistencies in

a belief seÈ or between seLs can be achieved by: changi¡g the beliefs;

seeking supporËive information, and misperceiving or alteri¡tg netr

infornation to conform Ëo an existing belief.

The last specification "the principle of sÈructural sinplicityrr

is a sub-speci-fieation of the major concept of cognitive organization

discussed above. It assists the Ego in maintaining the organized

inference hierarchy. In the discussion, T,Ie have noted the function of

the realíty principle. This function constrains or insures that the

Ego remains aT¡rare of Èhe environment. It should also be noted thaË

for the Ego Ëo operate effectively it must naintain a minimum

a¡'¡areness of its own belief strucËure (i.e. inference hierarchy). These

constraínts place a limit on the Ego's functional abilities" Therefore

the Ego will devise the sirylest, least structuled system Ëo process

incoming data, by operaËing with Ëhe smallest number of belief sets
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possible. Overall, there will tend to be a conservatíve tendency not

to develop new belief sets. The Ego r.rill try to store new information

under pïesenË belief sets before establishíng nell7 orles. Also,

information thaÈ naintains the existing belief set or simplifies the

properties of that set will be favoured over infornatíon that does not.

In the díscussion of the other models, certain expectaËions were

noted to test each modelfs ability in analyzíng a decision-naking

problem. The cognitive proeessing model makes such assertions in a

number of areas thaË also require sone test of its analytical ability.

A roajor premise of the cognitive model is that Ëhe decision-maker

ís not a long-range planner but rather one who Ëends to approach

problems rqith short-Ëerm solutions. This assertion is based on the idea

that long ralLge planning will present the decision-mâker with a more

difficult cogniËive processing problen. Several factors discussed

support Ëhis notion:. 1) uaintaining long-term belief sets is aor.e

difficult due Ëo the greater uncertainty involved; 2) new ínformation

tends to strengthen short-terrn beliefs thus makíng them stronger than

long-term beliefs. This process is a resulË of short Ëern beliefs having

a natural advantage because of Ëheir deductive suPport; 3) the principle

of sÈructural sírylicity supporËs the use of short-term beliefs because

of the reduced processing necessary to fiË new information into a belief

set; 4) stïuc¡ural simplicity does not support the tendency Ëo retain

tr¡o conflicting courses of action. The modelrs first hypothesis then

is that

"Decision-makers tend Ëo restrict the time span of their
considerations to the near feature.tr



structure, Sirnply stated, decisíons are the result of objectives ¡,rhich

form an integral part of the operative belíef structure. uithout this

coriponentra decísion-making s:Ltuation would not exist. Before stating

the next hypoËhesis a number of points should be stated. T¿Je must

assume that when some decisions are made, noË all the objectives of a

belief set nay be satisfíed. Therefore we have a question as Ëo hov¡

different value based objectives of a belief set will be priorized- This

question is resolved by consídering the impact information Processing

has on sËrengthening short term or imrediate inferences over long term

andfor abstract inferences. Consequently short term value objectives

will Ëend to dominate in such situaËions.

trIhen a belief set is viewed in an 'tirmediate contextu it often

becomes associated wiËh other objectives i.¡ith seemingly similar content.

Such an association nay cloud an issue and in many cases the objectives

may be in actual conflict. Each nodel approaches this problen differently.

The adaptive rational model hypothesizes that the decision-maker v¡ill

recognize such a relationship and devise some method of rrintegrating the

various gains and losses." The basic rational model postulates siuply

that any action taken to promoËe one objective will be at the expense

of the other. The cognitive model based on Ëhe concept of structural

simplicity assumes the decisíon-maker will seek an altemaËive wíth the

least number of objectíves when possible. Steinbruner explains this

proposition in the following manner. "Since a single defined objective

is al1 that is required to give guidance to purposive action, the strongest

An indívidual makes decisíons subject to his operative belief
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expectation of the model is that decision-nakers w-i1l

operaËive belief structure having a single objectíve'

second hypothesis states that

tiDecisíon-makers will tend to focus on a single objective
and will ignore, deny or somehow avoid reeognizing any
conflict in information relevant to that objective.rr

Whenever a decisi-on-maker can not reduce tl're problem to a single

objecti-ve, he will strucËure any competing objectives in such a rllay as

to prevent any competitíon between them. This reduces the processíng

1oad, whích is in accord r¿ith the principle of structural simplícity.

One further point merits discussíon, the effect of value inferences on

objecËives. These inferences are noË wholly based on ernpirical evidence

and are not subjecÈ to the same induction processes as factual inferences.

They are though, an íntegral part of onets belief structure and help to

determine one's perception of the v/orld. Consequently, the stronger

the value inference the more 1ikely an objective or ínfonnaËíon matching

these cri-teria ¡,¡i11 be selected.

For the Ego to opelate within a less couplex infornation processing

system the cognitive processing model has envoked three principles:

1) the reality principle; 2) the consistency prínciple and; 3) the

principle of structural simplicity. Because of the consËrainËs irrposed

on the Ego by these principles, Steinbruner argues that decision-makers

frequently use "impossíbility inferencesr'. These inferences are a

mechanism which removes any belief from further consideraÈion if the

perceíver feels it to be improbable.

maintain an
36

il The model t s
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Several factors supPort this argument. In Ëhe first place' such



ínferences are usually based on deductive processes rather then inductive

processes because the former are a part of an established belief

structuïe. Inferences of this kind typically have much stronger belief

strengths. In other words, they tcostr more to give up, In addiËion,

the external informntíon siËuaÈion is subject to several interPretatÍons.

The result is that weaker beliefs are moïe easily dismissed. Therefore

a decision-maker who feels sorne objective is impossible will discard it

wíthout real-l-y trying to verify it. A second facËor suggests t.hat it

is easier to build a negative case then a positive case for an objective.

A positive case requires a good deal of supportive evidence and cognitíye

processing, whereas the negatíve case needs but one objecËion to validate

it in the mind of the decision-mâker, A negative case therefore not

only fulfills the requirement.s of the principle of strucËural simplicity

buÈ it also ís consistent wiËh the decision-makers presenË belief

structure and with hís perception of the r¡orld. Thus Ëhe model's thírd

hypothesis suggests
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"Decision-mâkers will tend Lo rely upon impossibility
inf erences. tt

Decision-makers according to Cyert and March will frequently be

confronted with a situaÈion in which their belief structures are noË

compatible wiËh their percepËion of the wor1d. When this problem occurs

the Ego vrill iniËiate steps to adjusÈ both its belíef structures and

its worldly perceptions until the Èwo are once again in equilibrium.

This action is taken in a constrained situation where the relevant

parameters are completely specified (i.e" not under conditions of



uncertaínty) .

DecisÍon problems like the CFI on the other hand take place under

conditions of structural uncertainLy. In such situaËíons the parameters

are not specified, the fact-value rel-ationship ís less constrained. Thus

as SEeinbruner points out

ttthe comparison between actual performânce and objectivest
the deterrainaÈion of performancer the determination of
environmenËal constraints -- all these inferences are
relatively unconstrained under conditions of structural-
uncertainty.rt
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Thus many inductíve inferences can be made from the new infor ^tion,

and given the strength that deductive inferences possess, factual

inferences are replaced by the other type more readíIy as their belief

strength becomes dispersed. Deductive inferences it should be remembered

are firm'l y established components of a belief structure and changes in

value inferences do not take place easily. Some other method of

resolving this dilermn becomes necessary.

To resolve this problem, the cognitive model states transformational

inferences r¿il1 be used. Steinbïuner explains their use. "TransformaËional

Ínferences simply posit a general trend whereby the existing state of

affairs will be transformed gradually to accord rnore closely with the
38

desideratgm. t' This propositíon finds strength in the fact that supporË

for inferences of thís kind is deductive and they protect existing

beliefs from new informatíon whÍch would require a change Ín the existing

structure. Again, this Lype of ínference ís eonsistent T,rith the three

principles stated above. Thus, the fourth hypothesis of the cognitive
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model is that

"Decision-makers r¿í11 avoid roaking adjustments in principal
objectives by adoptj-ng Eransformational inferences' lr

The maintenance of partícular structures by decÍsion-Eakers noted

the use of impossibility and transformational inferences. One other

possibility must be discussed. It has often been suggesËed that

ciecision-makers wíll seek the opinions of others who share sjmilar

value inferences in ordeï to strengthen their ov¡n belief structures.

Evidence strongly suggests that individuals will actívely reinforce

their beliefs by seeking opinions from oËher like-minded individuals.

Festinger, Hovland., ancl March and Adams have all found this behavior
39

to occul in their experiments. This tendency by decision-makers

suggests Ëwo behavior patterns. One, decision-makers will seek concurring

informatíon Ëo support Ëheir or,¡n belief structures and two, they will

use this Ëype of inforrnatíon to strengthen weaker belief structures

when appropriate. Thus the rnodel hypoËhesi-zes that

Decision-makers v¡il1 seek concurring ínformation from other
like-¡oínd.ed indivíduals to support their ol¡n belief
structures.
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The theoretical discussion of Ëhe three models has presented the

reader with three different perspectives to analyze the CFI case material'

Each Êheory suggests that the decision-maker will respond to a decision

situation differently. The basic rational model states that decision-

making is a process of maxirnization or opËimization' That is - the



alternative that is chosen has the highest utilíty to Ëhe decision-

maker and it ís for this reason that any particular alternatíve is chosen.

The adaptive rational model suggest.s that decision-making is not a

process of maximizationbut rather one of satisfying a certain level of

expectation. The first alternative that achieves this level of expecËation

will be chosen. There ís not as Èhe firsË model suggesËs, a comParison of

alLernatíves, then choosing, but only a sequential matching of each

alternaËive to a minimum level of expectation. The cogniËive nodel on

the other hand suggesËs neither is the case. The deeision-maker has a

particular objective in relation to an expectation that are a result

of his operative belief structure. The cognitive model posits several

hypotheses as to horu the decision-maker will meet Ëhis objecËive. The

essentíal difference betr^reen this theory and the other two is that the

cognitive modelts decision-maker has an established expectation level

from which he r,¡i1l not deviate. The other LvIo suggest that the decision-

nakerrs expectation 1evel is based on the process of maxinizat.ion or

satísficíng.

triith the applicatíon of Èhe cognítive model to the CFI case material,

the analysis will look aË behavior the CFI decision-makers exhíbited

in relation to: t.he tíme span of their considerations; the nature of

Ëheir objectíves and Ëhe informaËion associated w-ith them; the m:intenance

of their beliefs, objectives, etc., and; the affect of the gloup on

atEitude behavior.
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On the basis of the expeet.ations posited by

study no\,Í Èurns to anaLyzing these expectations

the three models, the

in relation to the CFI



decision process. Tf the varÍous models do not provide a

analysís, their application will nevertheless have helped

questi-ons and perhaps pose nevr questions that can be the

further research.

compleËe

ans\¡/ef SOme

subject for
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The case study material to be examined vríll provide the interested

reader wíth a retrospective víew of an important political decision

process in Manitobats development. The decision process ís part of

Manitobars history, thereby removíng the predictive problem (as

r,¡e11 as the predictive testing) of the decision-rnaking theories. The

meterial covers a seven year period, beginning with the election of

Duff Roblinrs ConservaËive Government ín 1958 and endíng in 1965 when

Ëhe Conservative Government signed an agreement with a Swiss-based

development company. This perÍod was chosen because it marked the
I

duration of the GovernmenË's long search for an integraËed forestry

complex in the }IorÈh. IË is also significant because the Governmentrs

behavior becnme firmly established during this period with regards

to Ëhe CFI concept. In additionrsome reference to events outside

thís time sequence r¡-i1l be discussed in relation to the decision-process

under analysís, but the prinary focus of atÈention aemains the 1958-

1965 period.

THEORETICAL ALTERNATIVES TO THE CFI DECISTON PROCESS

CHAPTM. III

The Royal Conrmission that invest.igated the

detailed Ëhe chain of events and the negligence
2

ínvolved. The Comissionrs Report r'/asr as one

apË1y described' a clear analysis of v¡hat ean

disastrous scandal. He sunrmari2ed the ReporË

"But what ís so shatterj-ng about the 3000 pages of the
Snith conrmission judgment is the lítany of "incompetent'
irresponsible, negligent and self-servingrt acts by eabinet
rninisters, publie seïvants, lawyers, economic consultants
and chartered accountants, so carefully chronicled through
the six voluraes.t' 3

affair, carefully

of the principle actors

ne!¡spaper journalist so

only be víer+ed as a

in the following mânner:
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It is this behavior exhibited by cabinet ministers and public servants

that the case study is concerned v/-iÈh.

Two men, the Premier of the Province, Duff Roblin and Rex Grose

former Deputy }finister of Industry and ÇsÍms¡ss, Executive Director of

the Manitoba Development Authority (MDA) and Chairnan and General

Manager of the Manítoba Development Fund (MDF or Fund) T¡Iere the

príncipal actors in the Governmentts CFI decision group. The Roblin-

Grose decision group consisted of several oËher people, all of r'¡hom

¡¿ere Cabinet ltinisËers. trühi1e Roblinrs and Grosers presence in the

CFI decision group \,/as permanent, the other menberhip varied r,¡ith tíme.

In the beginning the group consisted of Roblin, Grose, Gurney Evans,

the Minister of Industry and Commerce, SËerling Lyon, the }finister of

Mines and Natural Resources, and Maitland Steinkopf, the Provincial

Secretary. It r^ras this grouP, with a slíghtly different meubershíp -

but a CourniËtee of Cabinet nonetheless that made Ëhe decision to accept
4

the Swiss Conpanyrs offer.

The cFI case material from 1958 to 1965 should be viewed in

terns of the parameters established by Ëhe three models' It provides

the researcher the opportunity to investigate Ëhe concepts of

maximization, satísfying, search, information geneïation and uËilízation'

goal retenËion, and goal attainment vis-a-vis long and short term

objectives, etc. The CFI ur,aterial identifies the principal actors,

Roblin and Grose. It also clarifies for the readel that while the

entíre episode did not end until Ig|L, when the complex was placed

under Receivership by the NDP Government, there were several distinct
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decision processes includírrg the one under investígation. They are:

one, the 1956 to 1965 tirne períod that began r,¡iËh the election of the

Conservative Government till the agreement r¡Ias signed with Monoca in

September 1965; two, the period from September f965 Ëi1l the defeat of

the Conservative GovernmenÈ in June, L969, and; three, from the election

of the NDP Government till the CFI Complex \¡/as placed in Recej-vership

in January, Lg7L. trrrhile each decisíon process v¡ould present the

interested researcher with an opportunity to test Ëhe applicability of

three models, this exercise is beyond Lhe present scope of this study.

In additíon, the reader should note that the evenÈs of the first

decísion process played an important role in the subsequent deeísion

processes, therefore it is not only appropriate but necessary that

such an analysis begins wiÈh Ëhe first decision process.

THE BASIC RATTONAI MODEL AND TIIE CFI DECISION PROCESS

The economic development of the North as envisioned by the CFI

concept formed an integral part of the Progressive Conservative
5

Partyts platform when it was elected to pol¡7er in 1958. Economíc

development Trras in Roblints view quite rlecessary to change the

provincets position from arthave-noËrrto a ilhave!'position in order

to provide a better l^ray of life for íts residents. In his evidence

before Lhe Con¡mission, Roblin emphasized this viewpoint: "Economic

well-being is a foundation of the quality of hurnan 1ife. To those to

whom this proposition is not self-evidence, it is not demonstrable;
6

L therefore do no tnore than just state it." Diversification of Ëhe
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Provincers economy r^¡as viewed by Roblín as the necessary vehicle to

bring about this change.

A northern forestry development project I^Ias just such a vehicle

despite the many attempts macie, the dífferent plans advanced, the

corapaníes contacted and the failures encountered, But the concepË

remained just a visi-on that vras not realized till SepËember L965. It

vras a poli-cy with no competitors; a concept that was the responsibility

of only one governmenË body. IË was noÈ like nany other proposals

lost or watered-dov¡n in the intra-government bargainíng process.

Rather as time progressed it became grander, Ëi1l finally it was seen

as a trforestry and industrial complex". A complex that would lead

northern Manitoba Ínto the Twentieth Century.

In the discussion of the basic rational model in the previous

chapÈer, three characteristics !üere atEributed to Ëhe decision-maker.

ft was suggested that he had perfect information, was infínitely

sensitive and he was rational. In addition'an important assumption

\"ras the concept of search.

Did the Roblin Government have "perfect information" as suggested

by the basic rational model to make t.he correct decision? The Roblin

Government began to assemble detailed information on the North!s

economic potential Ëhrough its Departnent of Industry and Cormerce

in 1958. But even before this, several studies had been carried out

by the Caropbell goveïnment. In 1954, Ëhe Liberal-Progressive Government

of Douglas L. Campbell receíved a feasíbility report from the DepartmenË

of Mínes and Natural Resources on the establishment of a pulp and
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paper operation at Grand Rapíds. Two years later, the same department

began an ínventory of Manitobars forests, That same year, the Carnpbell
7

Government cornurissioned Arthur D. LiËË1e Inc., (ADL), to investigate

the Northts economic potential. ADL produced two reporËs: "Memorandum,

Pulp and Paper ManufacÈuring in Northern Manitobarr; and a second

study enËitled, "Economic Survey of Northern Manitoba, 1958t'. The

latter study was viewed as t'.. "t.he fírst rnajor report on the resources
B

of Northern Manitoba and techniques for developing them...rt Each

study the Government received added to the optimism of the ìIorthrs

potenËia1.

Information continued to accumulate while Èhe governnent acËíve1y

encouraged privaËe development of the i'{orthts foresÈry potentía1. In

July 1960, ÆL presenÈed the GovernmenË w-ith the report trqssenmended

Measures to AtËract a ForesË Proclucts Industry to ilorthern Manitobarr "

This was followed by another ADL reporË in 1965 "Evaluation of Pulp

and Newsprint Mills, The Pas - ManiÈobar'. The Department of Industry

and. Cornmerce in conjunction wiËh the Vita Mayer Company of }[ilan, IÈa1y

in 1960 hired Sandwell InternaËional Ltd., to conduct a feasibility

study into the technical aspects of a pulp and paper industry in the

North. In 1965, the Government also received a report from Stadler-

Hurter International Ltd. r or a "Proposed Newsprint l{í11 aË Arnot,

ManiÈobat'.

The general themes of these reports indícated that the North

could support a viable forest products industry. These repolts were

however produced at the request of the Govern-q.ent and one can only

speculate that this rnighË have had some bearing on their conclusioris.
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During the years that it pushed for private development, a large

amount of negative information was also generated. In particular,

consíderable opposition to the policies, estimates and proposals

recouulended by Ëhese studies came from other government departments.

The Treasury department was especíally criËical

which had recormended a very generous incenËive

report the Treasury department stated:

ttlt may be a most. unpopular recom¡nendation, but we

cannot bring ourselves to bring down other then the
followíng. For the time being, we should probably
abandon any effort to locate a pulp and paper míll
in NorthernManitoba. t' 

g

In its ínvestigatíon t,he Commission of Inquiry srn-rnarízed the Treasury

deparËment's research group criticism succinctly
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"In general, the research group found that the optimism
of Arthur D. LiËt1e r^¡as backed by few if any real facts,
that the logic connecting alleged facts was often shaky
and that many statements were contradíctory. Indeed, as
Treasury saw it, Ëhe ADL Report presented w-ith some
accuracy the main difficulties of a northern location
for a pulp and paper mill - isolation and hence distance
from market and therefore high transportation costs' an
inexperienced labour force, a difficult terrain and a

harsh winter climate - but failed Ëo convince thaË these
could or should be overcome by a program of incentives.

10

of the 1960 ADL rePort

progran. In their

In 1961 as negotiations with Vita-Mayer progressed, Grose continued

to receive contradictory information fron oËher government departments.

In a response Ëo a Grose memo cortcerning tax concessions, C.H. Chappell

Deputy-MinisËer of Municipal Affairs stated:



"There is a limít beyond which local and provincial
subsídization of industry may be considered prudenË
and advantageous, I^/hile local communities mây be
prepared to subsidize industry to a degree, tax-wise
fixed assessments are lirrong in principle and lead to
complicated inter-munícípa1 and inter-school fínancial
problems. The impact of such relaËionships may be
clearly recognized in River East School Division.
I{hile the R. M. of East St. Paul has granted the Êax
concession to Imperial Oil, the impact of this concession
fal1s heavily on the City of East l(i1donan, A similar
situation uny be expected to occur in this instance but
here the Town of The Pas, which can í11 afford it, will
suffer the major impacË of the tax concessions
contemplated here.t'

11

Sinilar reservations came from Manitoba Hydrols Board Chairman D' Il.

Stephens when he was queried on fixed hydro rates by Grose;

t',..It appears to me that even in the most exÈrene
case r.{e could imagine and one wherein the Province might
supply free power and charge no stumpage costs, the cosÈs
of a ton of pulp would seen to be decreased by onLy 77i

and then even under these hypothetical circumstances Ëhe
proposed indusÈry would be in a very marginal position
if rrunion rates" were paid to pulpwood cutters ...
Personally I have always felt that \¡re \,rere treating
industry rather well r,¡hen we undertook to supply Povler
at cost, particularly when the credit of the Province
is being used so freely in Ëhe guarantee of our very
substantial borrowings.

L2
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Not only was Grose avrare of these misgivings but the Premier

also was informed by these three departments of Ëheir concerns. Added

to this air of pessimism, cornpanies that Grose had been actively

pursuing were doubtful. ViËa-Mayer felt a northern pulp and paper

project uras not viable afÊer conducting its ow"n investi-gations- A

Norwegían group expressed similar hesitation about the cosË figures



being promoted by the Manitoba government based on the A-DL estimates.

The Norwegian group after receivíng a report from their consultants \,rere

not only uncertain about the suggested costs but also wheËher or not

the product could even be sold. The Government for its part chose to

ignore these contradictory and direct indícators as rvel1 as the oblíque

indicators from the many companies that did not even respond to its
13

inquiries. Instead it continued to promote an integrated forestry

proj ect predícated on the favourable arid enthusiastic feasibility studíes

prepared by ADL.

From the evídence available it appears that the Government lüas in

suffícient possession of enough information to make a decision. However"

the evidence also shor¿s that the GovernmenË was not completely informed

abouË many factors affecting the decision. It di-d not for s¡nmple have

precise inforuration about wood costs, nor the costs related to tax

concessions, or the saliability of the product, etc" These informaLion

gaps are not consistent with the modelrs general hypothesis of I'perfecË

ínformatíon" and decision-rnaking.

Even if iË r,¡as assumed that the Government had ttperfect ínformrlÍontt

there is a significant deviaLion in its behavior from this premise"

The notion Ëhat a decision-maker has perfect information does noË

preclude any particular Ëype of informaËion. It musÈ be assr:med "perfect

information" includes all knowledge whether it is positive, negative or

neutral to the problem in question. The decision-maker can not m:ke an

optimum choice without thís first essential trait. The basic rational

theory does not suppose all information to be complímentary, but it does
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assume that in the decision-makíng pïocess, the decisíon-maker utilízes

all this t'perfect information". Díd the government act in such a logical

manner? Evidence presented at the Couanission of Inquiry showed that the

estírnates used were misleadíng but even Ëhis did not affect the decision

process. Several witnesses testified to thís fact and A. E. Penny' a

Cornnission consultant stated:

"trrlhat Itm saying ... is, that anybody with experience --
íf you r¡/ent to any rnajor pulp and paper comPany in Canada,
and I believe also in North America, with the information
that Arthur D. Little had, that ít would not have been
credible. They wouldnrt have believed it- Thats why
I felt iË wouldnrt have aroused that much inËerest.rr

T4

Grose knew about the unrealistic figures, because it uras he who had

requested ADL to pïepare estimates based on hypothetical costs. Any

decision nade by the governnent should have been the result of all the

inform¡tion avaí1ab1e. In the CFI affair Ëhis \"7as not the case.

The modelrs second assumption is that: I'The decision-maker

is assumed to survey all possible means for Èransforning the world into
15

a preferrecl state. " This preferred state would refer to the Conservative

government I s eleeËion promise to increase economic investuent in the

province. More speeifíca11y Ëhis meant an t'integrated forestry projecË"

in the North. Three alternatíves $¡ere available to it. They \'¡ere:

one, private development; tr,/o, cïowTl corporation, and; three, equity

participation. However, as the Government became more coÍrmitted to the

concept, a significanË factor began to ínfluence its ability to make

"raËj-onal decísions." This factor, the governmentls decision that the
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project must. be carried out by prívate enterprise, created a constrainË

in its decision-ur,aking process. The idea that a Crov¡n Corporatíon or

equity participation could be used as mechanisms rvas discounted" Roblín

ín his testimony to the Co¡nmission made thís point quiËe clear:

t'I haventt any philosophical objection to crown corporations,
or to Government doing things For exarnple, we have the
t.elephone and Ëhe hydro in this Province ËhaL are crown
corporations, and there are others, and in certain circumstances
one has Èo use, or should be willing to use, that method of
organizations...and I vrould guess that as a general principle,
when you get a natural monopoly like electricity or the
telephones, that thatls a very suitable Ëhing for a crown
corporation to handle,..our feeling was that when you got
into a m¡rketing situation in particular, that you'd have
problems with a crornn corporation, lrhere there r¡ras a
competitive atmosphere that really v/as not well adapËed
to civil service actívities.rr
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Examination of the governmentrs behavior reveals that iË did noË

acË in the mod.e presupposed by the basic ratíonal model. The Premierrs

phílosophy about croltrt corporaËions and equity Participation placed

specific parameters on what means r,¡ould be surveyed. This constTaint

became even more specífic, DevelopmenÈ of che North had to include pulp

and paper. As early as 1958 the Roblin Government placed this províso

on future Northern development. Ilhen a proposal from Premium lron Ores

LÈd. vras discussed by the Manitoba Development Authority, Roblin!s víews

rn/ere recorded in the Authorityls minuËes:

"The Chairm"n said that he would be prepared to agree
to the large mining coneession proposed provided the
Province could obtain definíte assurance that the
proposed newsprint and pulp mill r^iould be consËructed.
The Province \¡ras more anxious to obtain the newsprint
and pulp mil1 and the consequenË ut.ilization of Èhe
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Power from the Kelsey proj ect than the development gf
mining in the remote area in question - north of 57o.
He said that the Government would be prepared to face
criticism on the size of the mining corrcession if it could
be assured that the newsprint and pulp nill would be
constructed. tt

t7

In the opinion of the Con¡nission rr...mining

have first priorÍty with the prenier and some of

It r,ras, the Commission noted

tr...that the Roblín goveïnment tüas determi¡sd to fixd a
T¡/ay to utilíze the foresÈ resources of the North, and rrras
willing to assert this determination by making the
establishment of a pulp mi11 a condition for other forms
of r_esource development. t'

T9

Such a rigíd aËtiËude by the governmenË could only decrease the probability

of the Government achieving i-ts desired goals because only a partía1

examination of the various possibílities would be conducted, By

affirmi-ng and ur,aintaining this position over long and fruitless periods

of time, the die was case for later events.

After a decísion-naker has ex¡mined all possibilities uËilizing his

perfect infornation, he is expected "..,to calculate a1l the relevant
20

consequences of each aIËernative means or poli-cy acËionstt and chose the

alternative that maximizes his expecËaËions. The Government did not

have the luxury of roaking a choíce in the mânner assumed by the basic

rational model. There were three reasons for this: one, it did not

avail itself to all the information it had about the project; t\^/o, it

did not survey all possibilíÈies, only the ones involving private
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development did noË
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investment and; three, the goVernment \47as never ín a position where it

could compare the merits of one alternative to another. In fact during

its search the Government neveï real1y had more then one solid prospect

to negotiate wíth at one time.

In the years 1960-1965 before Monoca appeared, the Government slid

in and out of negotíatíons with one group after another. FirsË the Vita-

Mayer Company of Italy, then British Columbia Forest Products, the

Proctor and Gamble Coropany, the Norwegian consortium and finally the

Mrayo group of Nanaimo, Britísh Columbía. At one point in 1965 prospects

T¡rere so bleak Ëhat Evans senË this rremo to Ehe Prerrier:

"DespiËe repeated disappointments I still believe private
capiLal can be found to undertake these ventures. I am

therefore planning that Mr. Grose spend his full time
on this project in Canada, United States and overseas
for a 4 to 6 week period corrnencing about the rniddle
of SepËember...rr

2T

As a result of this dismal situaËion the Government lvas not

Ëo carry out a priorization of different alternatives based

rn¡ximizatíon concepË .

53

In addition to the general hypothesis of rationality' the sub-

specifícation of search further examines the behavior of the decisíon-

mrker in this situation. Scanning theory, the nain model's search theory

component. assumes that the decision-m¡ker wí11 alr¿ays seek more information

for the generation of new alternaËives to improve his level of performance

and the problem will be reviev/ed at a higher level of generality.

The generation of informat.ion ín large âmounts did take place during

1n

on

the positÍon
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the CFI decisíon process. Sources frorr which this information came

included: feasibility studies conrníssÍoned by the Governaent, departmental

stud.íes, interdepartmental exchange of ideas, concerns and recommendations,

feedback from private companies and theír studíes, and public opinion"

The presumed purpose of this process according to scanning theory I s

hypothesis is that with a large amount of inforrnation more alternatives

would be avaílable to the Government. trrrhile the Government did not lack

the inforrnation base, alternatíves \,7ere noË gerÌerated in the manner

suggested by scanning Ëheoïy. If iË had occurred, the Government would

have also generated alternatives that suggested either the discontinuance

of the project. under its present scope, or preceding wíth it under the

parameËers of public ovmership or equity parti-cipation" Instead the

GovernmenË preceded on the basis of only one alternatÍve - private

developrrent.

During the discussion of the basic rational model and the CFI

case natería1, iÈ was noted that there \üas a lack of different approaches

to solving the problem. However, modifications oceurred to the Governmentrs

private developmenË proposal. These rnodifications r¡ere not alternatives'

only addítional íncentives improvised at different tjmes Ëo "sweeten the

pot". The fact that the Government had ïestricted its alternatives by

placing Ëhe "private enterpriset' constrainË on iËself, contradicts the

scanning modelts concept of generation of alternatives and their subsequent

utilizat ion .

Scanning theory's Èhird expectation is that Ehe decision problem

will be reviewed aË a high level of generality. Once again evidence of

Government behavior does not supporÈ this conclusion" During Ëhe 1958
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elecËion campaign Roblin spoke of the need to promote the econo¡ric

developmenÈ of the province wiËh the Northern area presenting the greatest

challenge. Special Government machinery to promote this development was

considered necessary, Roblin in a speech in 1958 stated thaÈ an

Industrial Development Bank was required to aid normal sources of credit
22

and íncrease growth. Roblinls anslver Eo this problem would indicate

that he saw the solution to ecoriomic developnent as broadly based, and

that all types of development r+ould be necessary for Manitoba to overcome

its economic disparities, In practice however, the GovernmenË did not

assume such a broad position.

In his testimony to the Commission, Roblin stated Èhat lrforcibly

grown hot-house flowers of commercf.al and índusËrial development \,/ere

unacceptable as lacking an enduring base from which to add to the real
L5

benefit of socJ-ety." It can be assumed frorn the context of this statemenË

thaË Èhe Government associated ilan enduring base from which to add to the

real benefit of societyil to mean large scale indusEries, i.e., capital

intensive developmenËs. Economic development of this nature does not

guarantee that society wí11 always benefit. Large developmenËs have often

resulted in the opposite, while small-scale projects though not as

impressive physíca1ly or financially have often produced Èhe same desíred

results Roblin attributed to the former type of development.

Roblints analysis, which T,ras Èranslated into Government policy of

how developuent should proceed, assumed specific boundarj-es. The general

concern for northern economic and social upgradi-ng became immersed in

the concept of pulp and paper. trlhíle in the midst of negotiations wíth
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Vita-Mayer Grose v¡rote Ëo Evans:

t'We should spare no efforts in getting this firm to locaËe
in Northern I'lanitoba.!t trIith characteristic optimism he
reviewed the benefits that would accrue to Manitoba and
the North: a total work force of more than 1000 people
with an annual payroll of $2.5 rnillion; shipment of products
fron the plant. of about $25 rnillion each year; purchases
by the company of $13-14 million annua11y. He even foresaw
some benefits that had not been suggested by any one,
including t'" $lã roillion pulp moulded producËs manufacturing
planË at The Pas" and within 3-5 years, if not iuunediately i!!
$1 to 1.5 urillion paper converting and container plant ín
the l^Iinnipeg area.rt

24

Enthusiasm and/or opËímisn of this sorË displayed by Ëhe Governmentrs

decision-makers quÍckly 1ecl to a situatíon where the Government could not

see the foresË for the tïees. Generality was lost to specificiËy and

its behavior was not rational in Ëerns of the scanning rnodel.

The application of the basic rational model Ëo the CFI decision

problem raísed the issue of whether or not the Government acted as a

raËional entíty. The examination of its behavior suggests definitely

Ëhat it did not. The Government did use differenË alternatives to

achieve its goa1. But for the Government different alternatives meant

increasing the incenËives (i.e. modifications) as time vtent on to attract

reluctant companies. It did not mean for example the use of public

or,mership, an option that could have been considered a real alternative

to its decision problem. Nor did the Government think of shelvíng the

project until such time as the sprket would \.farrent int.eresË. The

Government wanËed an integraËed complex. In other words, a highly

sophisticated technologically based industry in the North, Little
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consideration was given to other forms of forest utilization such as the

production of the primary product, logs and lumbet f.ot example, a

foundation thaË ín the future could be used to promote broader' more

díversif ied developrnent .

If the Government had considered the other alËernatives of public

ovrnership or equity particípation Ëo achieve iEs goal, iË would have

had to adjust its platform on private investment versus public

capital . The Governnent T¡ras a free enterpríse party and Ëhese other

alternatives smacked of socialísm. Roblinls personal vier¿s on Ëhe

Northern development concept dominaËed the Government I s approach to this

problem. He supported the concept of Crornrn Corporations but only in a

monopoly siÈuation. In Ëhe free market siËuation iË was a different

matteï. Civil service activitíes r¡/ere not suited to the competitive

atmosphere of business he felt and because of this Èhe GovernmenË should

not be involved in this type of development, Viability of the project

would be proved by private involvernent and Government participation

would only handicap its potential. Roblin stated:

"It would reduce both the risk and the profit of the
privaËe sector, the ultimâËe incentives to effort and
success, v¡hile adding nothing Ëo the efficacy of
managenent. Far better for all concerned for government
to have its equity parËicipation in the forrn of taxes
collected from a successful private enËerprise..."

25
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By adopting this rígid atÈitude that private enterprise was the key to

the NorËhrs future prosperiEy, any possíbility of this sítuation occurring

was renoved.



While the Governmentls decísion process r,/as not strained by the

above problem, it was taxed by its inability to find a devel-oper"

Therefore it had to revíse its offer continuously and w-iËh each revision'

the Government had to find ner¿ rationalizations for these moves" The

problem for the Governrnent lvas not one of Íntegrating conflicting

alternatives and goals, but raLher one of maintaining its objectives

in relation to the giveaways ít was forced to make. Within Ëhe parameters

established by the basic rational model, this question can not be ansvrered"

This inability by the model to provide a logícal explanation to thís

questíon and its other expectaËíons suggesËs some other model of analysis

is necessary.

The adaptive rational theory of Cyert and March suggested that a

decision-maker will engage irr a sequential analysis of alternatives

and choose Ëhe first one that meets a certain leve1 of expecEation. If

this does not result in a choice, the decision-maker will lorser his

expectaËíon 1eve1 and begin the sequential search over again untíl such

time as one alternative does satisfy his goal. This general hypothesis

is based on the idea that the decísion-mnker does not have ttperfect

informat.iont' and he operaËes under a condition of uncertainty. Given

this sítuation, man must ímpose constraints upon his envíronreent to

make it governable. Therefore, he can only consider a few alternatives

and roughly calculate their utílity to his level of expectation. It

is ¡r'ithín these parameters that the adapLive rational theory analyzes

THE ADAPTIVE RATIONAI MODEL AND THE CFI DECISIOìq PROCESS
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decísion-making behavior.

In rejecting the process of unximization Ëhe adaptíve model also

rejects its component theory of scannÍng. Search is not a process of

maxiruization but rather one of solving immediate problems. Thís approach

does not have to satisfy the overall expectatíon level of a decision

problem only a portion that is related to the imms¿1t¡. concern. This

process j-s ca11ed "problemistic and sequential" search and its first

najor premise states that data collection and alËernative policy

generatíon is not a constanÈ funcËion of the decision-maker. A second,

closely related prem:ise is the search process begils wiËh a simple

modífication followed by further modifications if required.

The validity of the first premi se is demonstrated by the fact Ëhat

the Goverrinent initiaËed search to support their initial posiËion and

subsequenÈly gaËhered major information only when the ínitial data base

had been cast in doubt. Thís happened on several occasions during

negotiations r.,rith prívat,e companies. Examples of Ëhis behavior can be

found in Grosefs bÍased information responses to che skeptical

inquiries of Vita-Mayer and the Paus and Paus.

In the CFI decision process, evídence shor,¡s the second premisets

assertion was the normpl paÈËern of behavior. The Government r¡ould

respond to any negative evidence by compiling new data supporting their

viewpoínt. It would also nodify any arrangenents it thought necessary

to peTsuade a company to aglee to the project. This infornation

generatíon and policy modification served a dual purPose, First, it

enabled Government to fill gaps in iÈs ínfonnâËion systems and to Present
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revÍsed alternatives to Èhe companies. Two, it reassured the Government

that ít was doing the right thing (í.e., reinforced their thinking) even

when evidence suggested otherwise,

Sequential theoryrs two other nrajor premises¡ attenÈion is focused

on areas where expectations are not being met and; Ëhe sequential

evaluation of alternative policies until one is found that meets the

desired level - does not fít the behavior exhibited in the CFI decision

process. I^Ihile iË is true the Government did respond to troublesome

information gaps, it did so because of the negative conrments of the

varíous coupanies. The Governmentrs total expectation abouË the social

and economic benefits thaË vrould accrue remained the same throughout the

search process despite t.he increasing cosË of its incentive program.

Sim:ilarly, the Government with only one policy ttan inÈegrated forestry

complex" r¡7as not faced with the problem of evaluaËing different polícy

alternaËives Èo meet this expectaËion leve1. To them, this complex

s¡rmbolized social and econonic progress for the north, and only this

approach would do.

The premises of this Ëheory of search do not fit the case ^terial.

trflhen viev¡ed separately the first two najor premises are validated by

the GovernmenË I s actions. Horvever when viernred together w-ith the latter

Ër,üo, the actions of the Government r¿ith its stop and go method of

gathering data, it is clear that Èhe reason behind this behavior was

Èhe desire to have the project built by private developnent. The

theory is too broad to accommodate the case of a decision-making body

¡+hich retains one raajor policy despite the apparent difficulties
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associated with it - without giving seríous consideration to the other

main alternatives - and r¿hich alters the payofffreward structure to modify

the environment.

The other conponent theory of search related to the adaptive rational

model is mating theory. It suggests that fir¡os have a tendency to develop

policy alternatives independently of problems, and, then apply these

solutions to problems that arise later. The Government had a pre-determíned

solution to the problem of the North. For then the only quesËion of

alternatives involved t'alternative companíest' - which one would proceed

with the type of development the Government felt i^ras necessary to solving

the provincers economic and the Northts socio-economic problems.

I,Iith a behavíor-style so fixed, the two rnajor premises of roatíng

theory must be viewed carefully. The first postulaËes that search

behavior is based on the linking of two processes - problems seeking

alternatives and alternatives seekíng problems. This would seeu aË first

glance to fit the process under discussion. Here was a sítuation

involving a socially and economically under-developed area of the province

whose large natural resource potential, íf properly exploited, níght

prove capable to overcoming these inadequacies. According to Cyert

and March the decision-¡raker will resolve the problem by rnatchíng

problems with alternatives. The C,overnment recognized the parameters

of the probleu but they did not search for alternatives. It \tas an

obvious situation and a símple solutíon - a large scale pulp and paper

products complex. Roblints refusal to review oËher forms of resource

development Índicates thal to the Government, the former \./as the nost
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exped.ient and advantageous solut.ion. The general model and "m"ting

theory[ on the other hand assume thaÈ the decisíon-m¡ker w-i1l at least

conduct a seaïch based. on different alËernatives. The Government did

not.

The second premise assumes alternatives are developed índependently

of a problem and quíte ofËen are distinct from the problem to which

they are applíed. The proposed coricept for Northern development I¡Ias a

specific solution - it was not divorced from Èhe problem. Government

decision-making behavior vlas opposiËe to that hypothesized in theory'

The adaptive rational modelrs two component theories of search

rnrere not validaËed by the CFI case mâËeria1 . The problem for both r¿as

their inability to accourit for the Government I s single po1Ícy alternative

private development. Problemistic and sequential theory did accounÈ

for Ëhe Governmentfs inconsisÈent search behavior for information and

the modifications to its proposal r¿hen criticisms r"rarranted ít. It did

not hor.¡ever 1ogica11y explain Ëhe Governmentrs retenËíon of Ëhe one

alternaËive despíte all the problems associaÈed with it. Nor could it

explain why the Government did not instiËute a sequential search of

other alËernatives. Siuilarly, raaËing Èheoryts concept of problems

seeking solutions and vice-versa could noË explain the Governmentls

tone solution for one problemr behavior. The general hypothesis of a

sequential search based on Sinonts satisficing principle vas not from

the evidence validated either.

Before the ad.aptive rational theoryls next hypothesis is discussed

relative Ëo the CFI decísion problem, the conditíon of uncerÈainty must
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be noted. Given that a decision-maker does not have perfect ínformation

about his environnent in certain instances, uncertainty becomes a problem"

Cyert and March suggest that uncertainËy avoidance is accomplished by

adopt.ing decisíon rules that are designed to encourage short-run

soluËions and by avoÍdíng situations where predicaËion of future events

ís necessary. Subject to these parameËers they hypothesize, decisions

are directly relaÈed to a few parameters whose values are constantly

assessed by restricting the environment to ensure control and predíctabílity.

fn short, deeision-makers reduce the level of uncertainty as much as

possible.

When the Conservatives r¡ere elected, they had campaigned on the

platform Ëhat economic developrnenÈ of the province T¡Ias essential .

Suggestions were made thaË an IndusËrial Development Bank was needed to

stj-mulaËe growËh. Growth had to be in sectors other than agriculture,

Manítobars prinary source of incoue. Corrmitted to this goa1, the

ConservaÈíves organized the uachínery to bríng about the change. In

1958 "An Act Ëo Further the Economic Development of the Province by

Encouraging the GrowËh of Business" u'as passed in the Legislature. As

part of the Act, the Government est.ablished the Manitoba Development

Authority with a special rrFundr¡ Èo assisË business underËakíngs. The

Fund was designed to provide financial assistance to four categories

of businesses: mnnufacturí-ng enterprises already establíshed or to

be established; Ëhe Ëouríst industry; the gsÍmunit1r developmenË

corporat.ions, and; operators of such other busi¡resses as the Board
29

rnight designate from time to time.
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also sought specífic alternatives. In the North pulp and Paper developrnent

was the specific alternative. Other resource developnent \,/as secondary,

and, mining which had been the prime source of revenue for nany years

fel1 into this category. The imporËance placed on this project was

reflected ín Roblints refusal to Premium lron Ores Ltd. and in the

GovernmenËrs subsequenË position that it would grant mineral rights to

Vita-Mrayer, only if a pulp and paper mill were built as we11. So

determined was their desíre for this project that they tried to make a

mining company into a paper company and a paper conPany into a mining

company.

In the CFI decision process did the Governmentts behavior reflecË

the hypoËheses advanced by Cyert and lnlarch? From the evidence we find

a situation in which decisions were being rnade buË w-ithout reference

to the information available. The Government díd have a trfew parameËers!!

as suggested in the hypothesis. These parameters included: a purpose -

Northern development; a project - a pulp and paper industry; the necessary

resources - forests, hydro and water and finally; a political policy.

Assessment of Ëhe varíous values associated wiÈh these parameters

however did not occur constantly. The need for Northern development

was quite lucid. Its value to the development of the province as a

vrhole was described in boËh social and economic terms and, throughout.

this period studies vüere constantly being carríed out to assess its

impact. These studies, however, \¡/ere specific in nature a¡d dealt with

only pulp and paper.

I^Ihile the Government encouraged broad economic development, it
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Instead of promoting economíc development on a broad basis and

reviewing the benefits other developments rnight bring, the GovernmenË

losË síght of íts original objective. In one sense this could be

interpretated. as a move by a decision-maker to reduce the number of

parameters from which a decision could be nade" This would support

Cyert and Marchrs theory of restrÍcting the environment to ensure

control and predictabÍ1ity. However, only by exnmining it from this

perspective does this behavior support the hypothesis. The GovernmenËrs

disregard for the oÈher proposals r+ould not have j eopardized the

sÍtuation by making it more complícated" These projects were other

solutions to- overcoming the total problem of Northern underdevelopment"

Behavior like this could only mean oÈher factors noË íncluded in

CyerË and llarchrs hypothesis musË have been p1esent. The model as

stated is weak in that it does not accounÈ for Ëhe GovernmenËls refusal

to review iËs alËernatives, to ïeassess its position in view of the

seemingly unattaínab1e value it had placed on Ehe project and' the

continuation of the 1eve1 of uncertainty associaËed with the proposal

when other altelnatives if iuplemented could have reduced this

subslan¿ially. The existence of this unexplaíned factors suggesË Ëhat

the model ís not specífic enough Ëo deal with such deviations in

exhibited behavior.

The nature of the project itself also illustraÈes that the notion

of constanË evaluation of this particular value did not occur as

suggested. A specific value had been attached to this project, but

Ëhe value d.id not change as the quantity of non-supportíve data grew"
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For example, when the marketability of the product became uncertain and

the costs of the project escalated, two factors not included in the

original estimaËes, no reassessnent occurred. Also the refusal of most

companies to even invesËigate the project and the criticism raised by

other Government departnenËS, indícated that someËhíng v/as \¡¡rong.

Therefore the Governmentrs refusal to re-evaluate the significance that

it had attached to the project has to be accounted for in some other

way. Faced with the evidence, the modelts hypothesís would seem to be

false (or disconfirmed).

Ironícally one aïea in which the Government I s behavior pattern did

maËch Ëhe modelrs, it was not ful1y cognizant of all the infornation.

The Government knew the potential of its hydro resources and could easily

monitor iÈs va1ue. Similarly, water requirements for the plan were

knor¿n and assessed. But it was with timber resources that Ëhe Government

did not know the Èrue value. IË was assumed that the necessary resources

Ëo supply the project v/ere available and consequently it atËached a

value Ëo a ïesource of unknor"-n quantity. The quality of the timber

resources indicated a sufficient base for use buË the auount available

had not yet been properly deternined. Only after Ëhe project had been

placed in Receivership was the quantiËy available acËually verified.

The Conservative GovernmenË | s value assessnent had been based on the

estímates it had receíved from the various studíes conducted throughout

the years. This behavior however rvas due more in Part to its

enthusiasm and optimism about the project than the notion posited by

Cyert and March.



During this tirne the Government had also placed a po1ítica1 value

on the project because it knew the affect such a developmenÈ r,rould have

on the electorate. This was one of the reasons for the Governmentrs

determined efforts to have a pulp and paper industry built in the North"

Roblin liked to announce these types of developmenËs at the Conservative

Partyrs annual meeting, It l.7as a Ì,74y to atËract the electoraters

attentíon and Roblin, a knowledgeable political actor' knew how to take

complete advantage of this kind of opportuniËy. Only Èhis parameter

was monitored ín the m¡nner posited by the modelrs expecÈation.

The other facÈor in the hypothesis r¡Ias the notíon of restrictíng

the environment to erisure control and predictabílity. The Government

did act in a similar mrnner by seeking only a pulp and paper complex

but itlnras not for the purpose assumed in the hypothesís. By seeking

only the latter type of development, it rest,ricËed the number of

decisions processes it i^iould be ínvolved in. It could then presumably

devote greater attention to the decísion Process involving a pulp and

paper ni11 without \"rorrying about other types of resource development-

In doing so however, the Government exposed itself to an unfamiliar

environment. It had no previous expeTience v¡iËh pulp and Paper companíes.

Furthermore it had to rely on the advice of consulting companies r,rhj-ch

it did not have any previous basis for compalison. WhaË in fact the

Government did was to becone ínvolved in a situation in whích it

did not have any control or the ability to predict future events.

CyerË and Marchts hypothesis does not account for this behavior.

The next hypothesis postulates that organizational learning
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processes are subject to successful or unsuccessful experiences and

that consistent failure to meet a certaín Ieve1 of aspiration r,¡il1

result in a reduction of that l-eve1. The Governmentrs expeetation

that a viable pulp and paper miIl could be built in the North renaíned

constan¡ during its search. Even with the industryls almost universal

refusal to become involved, it persisted in iËs efforts. Unsuecessful

negotiations v¡ith at least two different groups did not change their

attiËude to the project. Indeed, as Grose became more involved, he

reached the point r^¡here he felt that he \,ras an expert in the fiel-d and,

as a result his personal expectations even rose despite the repeated

faílures to aËtract anyone.

Government behavior did not reveal the plocess Cyert and March

suggesË in theír hypothesis. Goal adaptation is a funcÈion of three

facËorS: one, previous goals of an organization; two' experíence as

a result of previous goals and; three, eiçperience of similar organizations

with their prevíous goals. This Ímplies that an organizalionrs goals

are subject to change depending upon certain conditions in iËs

environmenÈ. The GovernmenËls choíce of a specific alteTnative Ëo

Northern development l.las in an area where iË did not have preVious

experience nor goals Lo use as a means of comparison. The GovernmenË

could draw on neighbouring SaskaËcher.¡ants experience' but here too was

a provincial government thaË had just entered this area of resource

development. The Governnerìt set a specifíc objecËive from which it

did not budge, despite the evidence of Ëhe inrmediate information to

Ëhe contrary. In this sit.uation Cyert and Marchrs decision-maker
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r.rould have made adjustments j-n his level of expectatíon. Therefore some

other factors must have been dorni-nanl to cause the Government. not to

react in this way.

Adaptation of attention rules is a function rrrhereby an organization

learns to ïespond to some clata while neglecting other information. The

GovernmenËrs decision-malcers displayed a behavior pattern sirnilar to the

second process of this hypothesis. The Government's response to the

various Èypes of information \,ras dependent on its supportive nature.

If the information suggested that Ëheir position r¡las correct' it was

used. The Government had established this pattern quíte early ín Ëhe

decision process when Grose failed to respond to the criticisms of other

departments in what could only be viewed as a Proper and responsible

nanner expected of a goveïnurent official . trrrhen confronËed wíth the

Treasury DeparËmenËts critique of Ëhe A-DL Report (1960) Grose attacked

the analysis saying it was based on "a lack of knowledge of the economics
26

of resource development particularly the forests products industry. "

On the other hand, Grose would use any information that tended to suPPort

the forest products coneept. FoI sx.âmple in 1965, Grose replied to

the Norr.regian group stating Ëhat the Stadler-Hurter comPany had found

newspring production to be favourable, when in facË the report \,thich

took four days to compile only indicated the possíbi1ity.

Throughout the CFf decision process, this paËtern vras the norm

but not for the reasons suggested by the latter concept. The Governmentrs

tendency to use only supportive data was not related to the noËion that

organizatíons deal !¡ith irnmediate problems through the use of particular
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information. Their use of selective data r,¡as based only on maintaíning

the CFI concept and in fact their behavior created the opposíte affect"

By using selective infornation the Government prolonged the decision

process raËher then solving it.

Sími1ar1y, the GovernmenÈ never did find a successive search

pattern as suggested by the last phase of the organizational learning

concept. Various methods were employed, personal contact, blanket

rnailing campaigns, and advertising in Ëhe leading trade journals, buË

none had proven successful. In fact the GovernmenË ¡¡as sti11 in the

process of trying Èo devise new ways to attract companies v¡hen the

Swiss Company Monoca A. G. appeared on Ëhe scene. So unsuccessful had

the other methods been, that it quickly dropped íËs normal

investigative procedures and started negotiations inonediaÈely with

Monoca.

Beginning in the late 1950ts, the Government, based on Ëhe

conclusions of several studies, had felt ËhaË an integrated foresËry

complex could be built in the North. Seven years later this expecËation

had not changed. The Government had changed iËs opinion on how to

attract the development and what incentives r¿ould have to be used, but

iË had not changed its expectation level despite the repeaËed set.backs

encountered. This behavior ís inconsistent to CyerË and }tarch!s

hypothesis in whÍch they feel that expectatíons w-ill be lowered if a

decision-maker encounters repeaËed failures to attaín a certain level

of expectaEion.

The adaptive modelts basic premise that decision-m:kers rnake
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choices on the saËísfícing of a certaj-n leve1 of expectation rather then

on utilit.y maximízation would appear at first glance to fít the behavior

exhibited by the Government. The Government had an expectation - a

northern forestry complex which they preceded to try to attaín and,

eventually did. However, the model also hypothesizes that if a decisíon-

maker does not attain this expectation inrmediaEely, he will lower his

aspiration 1evel and try to maËch the various alternatives to this new

level" The decision-maker will repeat this procedure until he finds an

alternative and an elcpecËatíon level that ¡oatches. The behavior of the

Government did not reflect this hypothesis. The Governaent did have a

specific 1eve1 of expectation at Ëhe beginning but unlike Cyert and

Marchrs hypothesis this level of expectation did not change. Its approach

in trying to att.ain this desired leve1 changed, exa:nples of which are

seen in the additional incentives offered, Ëhe governnentrs attitude

to equity participation and finally its wíllingness to loan up to $100

million to encourage investmenË in the North. But its expectation or

objective did not. hlhat facËors could have been so dominant to nake it

mainËain such a rigid objectíve? Tt is r¿ith this question in nind we

turn our atËention to the last model in this analysis.

TIIE COGNITIVE PROCESS]NG MODEL AND TIIE CFI DECISION PROCESS

7L

The idea that political man acts in a purposíve way when makíng

d.ecisions ís a tradiLional concept in political science. "This not.ion"

Alexander George states, "has long served as the basis for interpreting

and accounting for political action by means of the so-called raËional
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27
hypothesis.tr It does not however take into account pecularítíes in

behavior that often arise when individuals are faced vriLh atyPical

situations. Rational theories of decísion-making stereotype situatíons

to specific pattern processes. But a social being is as one writer

suggests, a

I'Ful1-bodied individual 1ivíng parËly in a world of
reality and partly in a world of make-believe, beset
by conflicts and inner contradictions, -..moved by
forces of rqhich he has little knowledge, and by
aspirations which are beyond his reach, by turn
confused and despairing, selfish and altruistic; in
shorË, a complex human being.t'

28

Therefore, he can not be expected to fal1 neaËly into such defined

siËuations when he himself is subject to so many different influences.

Behavioral decision-maki-ng theory attempts to explain human behavior

based on these processes.

The CFI decision process was marked by the singular deËermination

of the GovernmenË to bring development to the North. This developmenL'

a personal goal of Roblints, was from Ëire outset vier+ed as an irrmediate

priority of the newly elecËed ConservaËive government. In the 1958

election campaign, the Conservatives had attacked the lack of economic

development takíng place under the Liberal-Progressive government of

Canpbell. And duríng the 1962 electíonr proPer resource Eanagement

had become a major policy in the Conservative governnentrs bid for

re-electíon. In the ConservaËive's Talking Points for PC Speakers and

I^iorkers iË stated:



"trnlhen the Roblin Government assumed power in 1958 many
of the natural resources of the province .-- foresÈ, físh
and minerals -- were not being managed in such a way thaÈ
they would be of maxímum value to the province as a whole
while providing a maximum of income to local residents
The proper nanagement of,the forest resources wi1l, in the
long run, provide increased income and emplolnnent
opport.unities for 1oca1 people."

29

For Roblin, pïoper management and utilization meant industries with [an

enduring base from which socíety could ¡.nerit"lo ,nr" goal would suggest

a policy with long Ëerrn objectives. BuË Roblin r¡ras a political actor

and politicians do not win elections based on successful polícy results

some tr¿enty years in the future" The question that arises is whether

oï not the Gôvernment decislen-r¡el¡srs clisplayed the behavior paËtern

predicted by the cognitive modelrs first hypothesis in relation to a

goal that clearly involved long term results.

As early as 1959 the Governnent reviewed a proposal ínvolvíng Ëhe

development of l{orthern resources. Premium Iron Ores LËd. had subniËEed

a proposal to the MDA 'tseel:ing approval for large-sca1e prospecting and

investigation in the North which, if results !/ere affirmative, would
31

lead to a definite agreement with the Governuent.t' The Goverrrment

rejected the initial offer and proposed to the company an alternative

involving exclusive exploraËion ríghts Èo a large tract of land north

of. 57o subjeet to a commitment from the company to develop a pulp and

paper project in the Sipiwesk area. In late 1960, afÈer the mining

company had rejected this offer, Èhe Directorate of the ìfDA began to

seriously consider what incentives would be required Ëo at.tract a wood
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products company.

rrqsgenrmsnded Measures to Attract a Forest Products Ïndustry to Northern

As a guide, the Directorate used the July 1960' A-DL study

ManiËobarr. A distinct pattern of behavior !/as beginníng to emerge very

early in the CFI decísíon process. The Government ín Ërying to

achieve its overall goal began to focus priroarily on the forestry aspect

of northern development. Such a tendency lras noted by Merton in

bureaucracies ',¡here the roles of an indivídual was considered an irrportant

variable" These actíons Mert.on suggested often resulted in r'...a

tendency in bureaucracies for the means int,ended originally to serve

the aÈtainmenË of the organízationr s goals to acquire special salience
32

and importance and, ultimately, to displace the original objectives.rt

I^lith an overall goal requíring a long planning and implemenEation tíme

to be successful, a reviev¡ of the governmentrs behavior fron the evídence

would suggest a marked tendency to follor¿ the pattern predicted by the

cognitive modelts fírst hypothesis and Mertonrs observations.

ThroughouË the decision process íncluding its negotiations with

the Monoca people, the Government attacked the problem on a day to day

basis. The Government r¡ras avrare of the unstable m¡rket condiËions that

díctated the need for new pulp and paper developments and the lead time

necessary to bring such projects on line. ft. r¿as also ansare that ADL

\"ras not completely competent in this fíe1d, and from evidence available

it chose to use ADL's tíme projectíon as a basis for action. Yet these

inconsistencies did not deter the Governnent, and its behavior in subsequent

events exhibited similar tendencies. Talks w-ith the Vita-l'layer comPany
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progressed on a basís of respondíng to thaË companies ímmediate concerns"

All rneetings with the company followed the same pattern, but when the

company did suburit a comprehensive proposal that díd not include a pulp

mi11, the Government reacted by still insisting on the construcËion of

a pulp ni11. IË would not give up the concept, it had to be included

in the present plan or the plan vras not acceptable.

After negotiaËions with the ltalian company had broken dovrn there

\,las no reassessment of its overall goal vís-a-vis the integrated forestry

project. InsËead Grose continued to concentrate on Èhis one partícular

aspecË to the virtual exclusion of other possibilitíes. Soon after the

Vita-Mayer failure, the Government through Grose began to court a

consortium of companies prinarily from Norway. Again the faniliar patÈern

occurred. vrith the Government responding quickly to Paus and Pausrs

specific concerns about Ëhe project. But despite these efforts, talks

with the Norwegians also failed. Their place then was taken by Mayo

Holdíngs Lirnited, of British Colunbia and Grose started to concentrate

his efforts here. trJithin several months though, the GovernaenÈ ínformed

Mayo thaË their proposals \¡rere unacceptable and instead signed a Letter

of Intent r¿ith Monoca 4.G., a Swiss company it had been negotiating wiËh

for Ëhree days.

From the evidence deÈailed above, the Government!s behavior would

índicated that Ëhe cognitive theoryts firsË hypothesis is correct. The

question is what psychological processes can account for this behavior

pattern. Because both Roblin and Grose r/¡ere corrmitted to the idea that

the Northt s forestry potential could be exploited, this indicates the
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existence of a firm belief seË (i.e, a najor pulp and paper mi11 can be

locat.ed in the t{orËh) in both Èheir inference structures, The presence
33

of thís belief was exhibited by Roblin as far back as 1958 and with
34

Grose even earlier.

Evidence also poinÈs t,o the facÈ that their respecÈive belief sets

were value based. I^Ie knor¿ thaË Roblin during the 1958 election had

eampaigned on this issue andrGrose who had left the government service

in 1957 probably did so because of the lack of progress by the Campbell

GovernmenË ín resource development. Also their assumptíons l^lere

based on Ëhe incomplete studies of ADL, yeË even in 1963 when it was

sËil1 uncertain wheËher there \¡/as enough wood in Ëhe area, Ëhey still
35

insisted on the coristrucËíon of a pulp rni1l. This behavior supports

the modelrs assertion that the strength of a value inference is not

dependent on supportíve facts, and in such a siËuation, value inferences

can be dominant in a decision-makerls infererice structure irrespeetive

of the factual data.

Another factor ËhaË influenced the Governmentrs decision-naking

behavior r,ras the eondit,ion of uncertaínÈy that exisÈed. The project

was in an area of resource development that is high risk. Not only was

the GovernmenÈ unsure of the foresË resources on hand, but m¡rketing

of forests products vnas subject to fluctation. Grose hinself ouËlined

the ambiguous variables involved in his reply to criticism from the

Treasury Departmentrs Research Branch.

"It is ful1y understood that the present world plant
capacity exceeds the v¡orld pulp and paper market.
Everyone connected wíth industryr however, realízes



that with the present rate of growth in the pu1-p and
paper field, additional capacity \^r-i11 be needed.
Historically the demrnd for paper products has followed
a smooth upward curve, while production capacity ha.s
followed a stair step curve. This is understandable
when it is reali.zed that a nev¡ plant requires a number
of years, approximately four or five, from the planning
stage Ëo fu1l production and that each new plant places
a large tonnage on the market Lhe pulp and paper
operator generally does not iuke his expansion plans
or plans for nerrr plant consLruction knovm until these
plans have been completed and plant engineering studies
carried out. Other eompanies not knowing of existing
plans, make plans of their or"m and, when it seens that
the demand for product will soon exceed capacity, a rrumber
of new or expanded operations will be put under way.
A number of plants, therefore, rlri11 come inÈo production
at about the same time, placing a large tonnage on Ëhe
market. At this time, the capacity again exceeds the
demand and the cycle is repeaËed. The industry is now
in the state where plans are being made for new capacíty
and therefore the tim:ins is rieht for Northern Manitoba
to be included in these plans. "

In situations of this nature decision-makers will according to the

respective theories of Steinbruner, Cyert and March "avoid uncertaínty

by operating on the environmerit directly -- to bring it more under
37

control and thus render it raore predicËable." The Ëwo principal actors

in the CFI Affair, Roblin and Grose demonstrated this noËion but it did

not help to bring the situation "under more control and Ëhus render iÈ

more predictable." However Ëheir behavior did indicate Ëhat contrary

to the fundamental proposition of the basíc ratíonal modelrman does not

act rationally in every decision situation.
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Evidence shows that the Government had adopted a single objective

its quest for Northern developnent. This conclusion ís based partly

Grose and Roblínrs ser,tmitment to this objective and their consistent

l_n
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refusal, over a rìumber of years, to corisider other forms of development

until this commitment \^7as met" tr^Iitness the premierts testimony to the

Cormission identifying the type of proj ects he felt were not satisfactory.

t'Hot house flower production and other such projects lacked an enduring
JO

base from r,¡hich society could benefitr" h. stated. As a result of this

subjective priorízation, only certain projects \^rere in the Governmentrs

(i.e. Roblints) view, satisfactory to meet this goal- In principle

it ¡r¡as concerned abouÈ the Northts total well beingrbut in reality its

courses of action r^¡ere limited because a forestry complex had received

a high priority and thÍs priority rras not revised relative to other goals"

Grose's role first as Deputy-Minister then General ìfanager !¡as

presumably to promote and encou1age all possibilities. However, it was

later reconrmended that he spend all of his tine pursuing Ëhe pulp and

paper complex. In fact Grosets behavior r¡Ias so defÍned that he would

devote aluosË all his time to one company Ëo the virtual exclusion of

any other interesËed companies. This may be attributed to Ëhe small

number of interested companies throughout the years' but it still remains

that this single objective had become so dominant that it too became

everi more sharply focused.

The cognitive modelts second hypothesis suggests Lhat udecisíon-

mnkers will tend Ëo focus on a single objective and will tend to ignore,

deny or somehov¡ avoid rocognizing any conflict in informaËion relevant

to that objectíver'. The hypothesisrs first assertion is borne out by

the actíons of the Government as discussed above. And it has already

been noted Chat Grose and Roblinrs attitude toward the project was
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value based. To account for this simpl-ified processing systemr Ëhe

cognitive model subscribes Ëo the concept of consístency, (a notion

that accounts for a decision-makerrs biases or predisposition on an

issue). On this point, there ís consíderable confirming evidence from

other studies. Donohew and Tipton argue that an individual will avoid

conflict and maintain a steady state by resisting inforrnation that does

not support his current image of reality and by seeking concurring
39

inforuntion that does. Mischel also argues that cogniËive consistency

is enhanced by selective aÈtention to ne\nl information which permi ts it
40

to be inËegrated into exísting belief structures. Holsti suggesËs

that

t'equally lmporËant is the structure of the belief
sysËem which along with its component íur.ages, is in
continued interaction with new information. The
irapacÈ of this information depends upon the degree
Ëo which the structure of the belief system is open
or closed. tt

4L
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And Axelrod stated "ínformation which is discrepanÈ with previous belíefs
42

tends to be perceived as less informed and less fair." Was Ëhere a

similar patteïn of behavior in the CFI decision process?

At the beginning of the cFI affair, the consultantls studies

ïeceived by the GovernmenÈ \"7ere optimisËic in their conclusions about

the NorËhrs future. At this time the concept was only a proposal and

detailed studies were lacking, hence 1itt1e or no contradictory

inform¡tion r¡/as available. As the Government began Ëo establish its

priorities, greater attention \.fas focused on the forestry concepË and



rrith ít the need for more informatíon.

Aside from the lack of ínteresÈ shovm ín the concept by Canadían

and American companíes, the Governmentts first critical reports on the

proposed project T¡7ere generated internally. Both the Treasury

DepartmenL and the Department of Municipal Affairs r./ere critical of the

1960 ADL findÍngs and recommendations. Grose responded to the Treasury

Department t s critique by suggesting that it was founded on a lack of

knowledge regarding the forests products industry; that they did not

understand the essence of the memorandum; and Ëhat they assumed thaÈ

the Governnent would bear the higher portíon of costs r¡hich was untrue.

Similarly when_ the Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs was crítical of

the proposed tax concessions, Grose persisted in advancing these

concessions despiËe t\,ro memos from the former índicaËing his opposition.

Grose himself set Ëhe tone for future Government actions ¡,¡hen he indicated
43

to his MinisÊer that no efforts should be spared in attaining this goal"

Included in these efforts was either the conscíous or unconscious refusal

to recognize negat.ive informatíon.

Once Ëhis pattern had been set, iË reoccurred frequently. Duríng

Ëhe negotiations with Vita-l'layer company Grose dismissed the company!s

negative informatíon by furnishj-ng sËudies supporting the Governmentrs
44

contention that the project was viable. Cost figures were also
45

interchanged to make the project nore attractive and in the end these

promotional figures became Ëhe basis for the Government I s negotiations.

In 1966 as criticism of CFI project mourited Roblin refused to ansvrer

questions that were íntended to throw light on the operations of the Fund'
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He dismissed them by indicating that he had no knor,¡1edge of the matter'

arr approach used by individuals r¿ho are psychologically uncomfortable

about a particular situation. Tn such situations FestÍ-nger posits that

"when dissonance is present, in addition to trying to reduce ít, the

peïson ¡¿ill actively avoid situations and inforrnation which rvould
4/

líke1y increase the díssonance. I' Roblin by this time had become quíte

uncomfortable about the whole rnatter"

Besides Grosets refusal to accept the validity of feasibiliËy

studíes connnissíoned by different interested companies and Roblinrs

timely displays of forgetfullness, other warning sígns were dísmíssed'

ignored or avoided. For example, when the Government hastily signed the

Letter of Intent with Monoca it did so v¡ithout the benefit of expert

advice (i.e. lega1, technícal, etc.) a move thaË no Government nornally

takes. In doing so it ignored Ëhe strict conditions it had laid dov¡n

when negotiaËing a deal with the J. R" Simplot of Pocatello, Idaho for

a fertilizer complex. Here the Government had placed extreme importance

on Ëhe companyt s proven managerial' financial and technical capabilities
48

before it agreed to precede with the project. But w-ith Monoca, in

place of these stringent requirements Roblin, Grose et al, aecepted

withouL questíoning the verbal assurances of the Monoca Iepresentatíve,

Reiser. Even after the project began the Government coritinued to ignore

rler^/ signs that sometklng r^¡as \¡Irong.

In 1968 Grose almost unílatera11y helped increase Ehe scope of the

project both physically and financially despíte the companyrs poor

performânce until that time. \{hen K. G. }fac}Lillan, Treasurer of the I'DF
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found cerËain irregularities in the purchase of logging equipment in 7967,

his reward was demotion, Instead of taking steps to protect itself, the

Fund (through Grose) chose to eomply to the denands of CFI not to ínterfer

with its affairs. t'It was also clear warning to Ëhe Staff of the Fund

that the relationship wiËh CFT and any other criticism of its conduct

v¡ould be deÈermined solely by Mr. Grose and vras not to be a concern of
49

others. lr

In July 1968, Ëhe Departnent of Mines and Natural Resources became

concerned abouÈ the abiliËy of the timber reserves, to sustain a planned

increase in production. Grose forwarded the memo to Zeigler of ADL, who

dismissed its substance by referring to the conservaËive atËit;É" "t
the forestry people and Ëheir lack- of knorvledge in this field" Even

visible evíðence r^ras left unheeded" i{hen George Kennedy inspected the

construction site in June 1968 and found Ëhat almost no work had been

done, Grose did nothing Èo rectify the maËter. t'From Kennedyls memo the

message was abundantly clear that loan advances rvere running far ahead
51

of construcÈion, a siÈuatíon crying aloud for investigation. " During

this same period trIalter Newman, Attorney for the Fund becaue aT.lare of

a t'no-arms length relationship[ beËween two CFI companies. His concern

for the affect this rnight have on the Fund's position did noË seem to
52

disÈurb Grose, who also r¡tas aT¡/are of the arrangement.

Throughout the entire CFI affair the GovernmenË had received

inforrn¡tion Ëhat clearly argued against the viability of the project.

The Government chose Èo ignore public criticism, ínter-departmental

concerns, prívate industryrs lack of interest, riegative feasibility
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studíes, the nysterious nature of Monoca and íts principles, and the

uneÈhical business practices exhibited by CFI. Any of these indicators

should have been sufficient to r,7arn the Government that it was and did

make a wrong and costly deeision.

The acceptance of this information would have created problems of

inconsistency for Roblin and especiatly Grose whose association r,¡ith

the concept v/as dai1y. Feathersrín a seri-es of experiuents found a

tendency among subjects Ëo bias the evaluation of information in a

positive direction. t'This effect has appeared in a Ëendency (a) for

the receiver of a communication Ëo evaluate the source of the conmunícation

positively 
"ld 

(b) for persons to t.;ätt more arguments they agreed with

Ëhan arguments Ëhey disagreed with.ri These postivity biases Feathers

noted, have also been found by oÈher researchers.

Indeed Rosenberg has recently referred to Ëhe individualrs

need to so construcË lrealityl as Ëo emphasize hopeful
prospects, a psychologícal need toT¡7ard wish fulfillment
thaË mây interfere with the aïousal of inconsisËency and
the restoration of consístency, Earlier Rosenberg and
Abelson (1960) had spoken of a tendency "to -ximize
expected gain and to minimíze exPect,ed loss."
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B3

And Joseph de Rívera also supported this notion

,..we do not view Ëhe person as having a hierarchy of
values and nakj_ng his choice by selecting the alternaËives
that meets his highest value. On the contrary, the person
mobilizes his interesËs to support an end, and Èhe conrmitment
to that end decides what will be valued.
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The GovernmenË ín iËs effort tg meet its goal displayed a postivity

bias. Both Grose and Roblin can be categotized in the mode posited

by the modells second hypothesis from the evidence available.

The next aspect of the cognitive model I s hypotheses involved the

use of irnpossibility infeïences. The assertion that llDecision-makers

will tend to rely upon impossibility inferencest'does not from the

evidence available seem applícable. One important reason for this was

due to the lack of rival policy groups. Norlhern development was the

responsibility of only one group and Èhere l'/as no need to make inference

assessments for competing alternatíves. r¡The nature of the impossibilíty

inference, " Steinbruner states "is Ëhe identification of some simple

ïeason or some lirniÈed piece of evídence which is used for disqualifying
56

an entire set of inferences which would otherwise become relevant. I'

Equally inportant was the riatuïe of the operatíve belief sÈructure. In

the CFI decision process there was but one governing attitude 'that the

project was viablet under private development. The disrnissal of the other

alternatives ¡.ras not due to the CFI decision-makers assignÍng an

impossibility inference to them buË rather the absence of the key elenent

in Ëhe total projeet (i.e, the pulp and paper plant).

In a decision-naking pïocess an indivídual mây encounËer situations

where value based e)çpecËations are not in equilibrir¡m v¡ith the immediate

environmenË. Steínbmner suggests that a decision-maker will use

transformntional inferences to bring the two into harmony while avoíding

naking an adjustment to his principal objective. I'lilton Rokeach descríbes

an attitude "as a relatívely enduring organizaËion of beliefs about an
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object or sítuation predisposíng one to respond in some preferential
57

naD.nerrtt If a change took place, it would mean a change ín onels

predisposiËion. ThereforerRokeach suggests a change would involve

rr...either a change in the otganization or structure of beliefs or a

change in the content of one or mole of the beliefs enËering into the
58

aËtitude organization.tt These kind of changes r,¡ould involve Large

amounts of cognitive processing, therefore, the mind subjecÈ to its

three operatíng constraints will adopt transfornational inferences

to reduce the processing load.

The main actors in the CFI affair maintained a firm irnage of the

NorËhts forestry potential for seven years despite various setbacks. An

imporËant poinË Ëo recall is that Èhis expectation l¡ias value based but

much of the factual information generaÈed by the environment v¡as not

ah,rays cou.sistent r,r-ith this particular expecËation. To do so, it is

reasonable to assume that some mechanisms r¡las invoked by the Ego to

retaín this ínference set. The use of transformaËional inferences would

1ogically explain Ëhe different actorsr persistent belief in the conceptrs

víability. Is there evidence to support this hypothesis?

To address this problem several poínts must be noted: the principle

of internal consistency in the belief structure is valíd; Èhat there was

a large body of empirical evidence thaË argued against the eoncepË and;

the strong beliefs exhibíted by the Governmentrs decision-raakers in Ëhis

regards. Several clues do point to the use of this inference process' The

acknowledgement by Government decision-makers of dífficulties in conjunction

with thei-r corrsistent ancl optimistic attitude that it could be done is
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one source of evidence. Another clue involved the gradual change in

the Governmentrs position vis-a-vis public versus private forns of

participation in Ëhe proposed project.

One indication that there weïe difficultj-es in attaíning thís goal

came from Grose. When the Government had received the 1958 ADL study

whích had predicted a forest products industry in the North within two

or three years, it adopted this tínne projection. However, Grose two

years later pessinistically recoumended to his Minister that rtvre should
59

spare no efforts in getting this firm Ëo locate in Northern Manitoba.r'

At anoÈher poinË, after accepting Èhe challenge of the liinister of

Industry and. Connerce Ëo Promote faster developnent, the Chairman of

the Fund staÈed "vre accept your challenge but I must I'/aIn you that if

you want us Lo do this job - and I agree it must be done - you must make
60

more of Rex Grosets time available to the Fund. He is Ëhe key...rr

ltralter Newman Ín his testiroony to the cormrission fel-t the Provínce had

Èo acconmodate Kasser and Reiser because it was "going along wíth them
6I

or letting the North go." Roblin during a debate in the House typified

the optimistic yet "not knov¡ how its going to be acconplishedl attitude

that had characterized Èhe Governmentts long search for a developer:

t'...for forËy long years this forest r^¡as emPty, no pulp and paper

ni1l up there; it'll remaín that lray for the next forty unless you get
62

out and do something about it.r'

idhile displaying this ambiguous attitucie, its philosophy on

incenËíves to attract a developer to the North changed. The Government still



retained the bel ief that Ëhe projecË I^7as viable but noË under the

premises originally adopted. Faced r,¡ith facËual evidence that clearly

indicated the project mây not in the foreseeable future proceed via

private indust.ry, the Government began to reassess and change the

financial parameters of the proposed project.

Initially the Government t s position vis-a-vis incentives \¡Ias noË

unusual. IË included cheap povüer, low stumpage rates and favourable

ground rent charges with the expectatíon thal the plant would be buílt
63

by private enterprise. No consideration \¡tas given to governmenÈ equity
64

or a cror¡7-n corporation. In 1960, the mood began to change when the
65

Government received A-DL's 1960 Report. The IIDA DirectoÏaËe approved

the ADL Recommended incentives. The nev¡ incentives included; even

lower stumpage rates; all fire protection cosËs borne by Èhe Government;

exclusive righËs of approximaËely 10,000 sq' miles for up to 50 years;

financial support for tov¡nsite planning and; reduced power rates over
66

an extended period.

Tn L962 Gurney Evans informed the Premier that Saskatchewan vlas

offering better incentives and to begin r,rith "Ëhey vlere prepared to
67

loan up to 601z of the "financial program" to a maximum of $36 míllion'"

In 1963 the Connittee on Manitobats Economic Future ReporË (COl'fEF)

released iËs reconnendations. The Government sponsored study stated in

part:
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tt...To make such an investment attractive
be prepared to grant substantially larger
areas than in other parts of the Province
provide po\,Jeï aË reasonable cost; provide

Government must
reserved timber
for longer Periods;
v¡ater withouË charge;



establish special reduced stumpage and
assist in the consËruction of roads in
fire protection; provide assistance in
and coumunity development facilities. "

The Government vras in competition and incentives had become the nagic

key that would lead Manitoba to the fore.

By L964 even these incentives .t¡rere insufficient. Grose in a letter

to pulp and paper companies spelled out the new concessions z 607" Long

term financing at 6-t¿% from the Fund, 207" from bank loans and 20% o'rmet

equity; a free hydro transmission líne rvith a severl year contract at

the lowest rates in the courÌ.try; townsite development r.¡ould be paíd byr

the Goverriment under a formula of $180 for each residenË employee; no

realty or business tax; plus the lowest stumpage charges' an aerial

phoËographic inventory and preferred cutting rights f.ot 20 years renervable
69

for the same. In July 1965 the Governutent launched an advertisi-ng

campaign indicating that iË was prepared to provide the MDF with $100

million to promote industrial develoPment. And by Septernber 1965, Ëhe

Governuent agreed to provide financial assistance through the lfDF to

Monoca 4.G., 86% of Èhe total investment required for an inÈegrated

foresËry project aË The Pas. In seven years the Governmentrs position

had changed from insisting on private development to almost complete

financial supPort. But during thís time its objective never changed,

only tire means to attaining it.

Thís behavior by the Government. illustrates the use of transformational

inferences. They had remained optimistic despiÈe the numerous dead-ends

ground rental rates;
timber areas; provide
tovmsite develoPmenË

6B
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encounËered. I¡Ihen it became apparent thaË the original guidelines l,rere

not sufficíent, t.he mind was faced w1th a dilermna - a value based

expecËaËion that r¡/as not in harmony with factual information from Ëhe

iurmediate environment. This unbalanced situation dominated the entire

seaïch pïocess and caused consisËency problems in the belief structure

of the Governmentts decision-makers. The Egols response v/as to incorporâte

the facËual anomalies into its value sysËem by redefinilg its values j-n

relation to the overall objecËive. The "...redefinition of values to

avoid self-contradictiontrLane suggests I'is a standard escape from
70

illogicalityl', and this provides a Íttay of removing the inconsistency

pressure exerted by contradictory inforrnation generated by the situaËíon

in question. Similarly Steinbruner suggests, t'it was a r/¡ay of making

the pertinent belief structure irnmune to disconfirming empirical
7I

info¡mntíon." This same ínference mechanisrn r¡as invoked by Grose and

Roblín during the search process to m¡intain their fírn belief that the

projecË would succeed - buÈ by yet to be determined means.

As a final tesÈ of the cognitive model applicability to this decision

problem, its 1asË hypothesis suggests a tendency that decision-makers

should be aware of. trühat affect does shared values have on a groupts

concensus and decisions? The hypothesis suggests "decision-nakers will

seek concurring infor¡¡ation from other like-ninded individuals to support

their o¡,¡n belief structuïes." Compli-menting thís, ís Janisrs hypothesis

whích suggests t'members of any sma1l cohesive group tend to rn¡intaín

esprít de corps by unconsciously developing a number of shared illusions

and related norns that inËerfer with crítícal Èhinking and reality
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72
testing. " The salíent point posíËed by the tvro hypothesis is the

possible influence such a situatíon may have on a decision process.

There are numerous examples of group decision-making resultíng in

failure. Vietnam, the Bay of Pigs, the Coh¡mbia River Treaty, Canadars

oil policy and, Ëhe forestry complex at The Pas are buË a few examples.

To Janís, such decisions are the product of trgroupthink'r which "ïefers

to a deterioraËion of menËal effíciency, reality testíng, and moral
73

judgment that results from in-group pressures." tr'lhile diseussing

Amerícan foreign policy failures (Vietnam, the Bay of Pigs) Janis

pointed out:

"Each of these decísions \^ras a group product, issuing from
a series of meeËings of a smal1 body of goverrrment officials
and advisors who constiËuËed a cohesive group, And in each
instance, the members of Ëhe policy-making group roade

incredibly gross miscaleulations about both the protocol
and moral consequences of their decisions.tt
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The decision to accept Ëhe Monoca offer was made by a Cabinet group and as

later events revealed, an unfortunate one. I^Ihile this study has been

primarily concerned with the evenÈs leading up to the acËua1 decision,

Ëhe tangentially of Janisrs hypoÈhesis can provide an additional

perspective in anal.yzing the CFI decision group's behavior.

Formally the membership of the CFI decísíon group consisted of a

committee of Cabinet def íned as the Directorate of the I'EA. Grose's

unique role in the Governmentrs search made him privy to this Cabinet
75

Cormrittee unlike the other members of the MDA Board, Actively Roblin

and Grose and to some extent Evans were the driving force behind the



concepË. Roblín and Grose dísplayed similar characteristics and aËtitudes

and therefore it r¡ras natural for an axis to form between the two that

would dominaËe the grouprs opinÍ.ons and actions.

Roblin r^ras a rËrn concerned with the future of Manitoba. In this

respect he was like his grandfather - a man with vísions and hopes for

his province. He held a great admiration for Ëhe former Premier, so

much so that. he kept his grandfatherts chair in his office. Hís grand-

faËher had never hesitated for a momenÈ to use the power of government

to further develop Manitoba and Duff Roblj-n governed in Èhe same mânner.

"He thoughË nothing of using the public purse to develop the province

but he uras coristantly frustrated by the rblack reactiont (the rural small
76

c corì.servatives) Ëo his progressive Legislation."

Roblin pioneered welfare programs between Èhe Federal GovernmenË

and Ëhe Province - a formula that the Federal Government later used in its

negotiations with the oËher provinces. He forced the consolidation of

the provincets school units - using political blackroail in the forrn of

lower government grants if the rural school districts did not go along.

Post-secondary educaËion ÞIas a high priority. Both the University of

Winnipeg and Brandon University were gíven degree granting sEatus and

noney was lavishly poured into the Provincers three institutions of

higher learning. He felt that Manitoba had a natural advantage i:r thaË

more secondary industry was located here then elsewhere in the West.

An advanËage that could be buílt on, thus making l"l,anitoba a "have

províncett :

9l



I'For Roblín industrial development became an obsession
in a tíme when the t'have not provincestt \"/ere competing
with each other during a boom period. In conferences
\^rith Èhe Federal Government Roblin \,¡as a standout, promoting
the interests of I'tanítoba with the r¡eak Pearson Government.tt

77

As Premier, he had pronounced ideasrlras distainful !¡ith people that

disagreed with hin. He was the absolute boss in Cabinet meetings and

for the nost part decided Government policy himself" Often Deputy-

Ministers were invited to the Cabinet meetings because he had more faíth
7B

in their abilíties then their Ministers. Grose I¡Ias one of these men"

Idhile Roblin had the necessary political skílls and power, Grose

possessed the administrative and background knowledge, plus Ëhe

salesmenship qualitíes required Ëo bring an integrated foresËry complex

to Northern Manitoba. The two men each big Èhinkers, bolstered and

complimented one another. Grose, a bit of a flim-flam mânr who had

boughË a $3000 desk for his office in the Power Building and Roblin a

grandstander who used the annual Conservative Party di-nner at the

Marlborough Hotel to announce new projects. Roblin often joked about

Grose's flimflameïy style - buË they had a strong relationship because

of their intense mutual desire to make the projeet succeed" And it

was this relatíonship that dominated the CFf decision group and process.

Evídence shows thaË Roblin was well aware of the m:ny criticisms

the project had encountered, especially from his other Deputy-Mínisters"

The fact that he did not pay attentíon Ëo their vierqs but relied upon

Grose's collaborative advice valídates the cognitive modelrs 1asÈ

hlpothesis, Grosets on-going contact wiËh Zeig1et of A-DL was probably
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due to the same tendency. All reports produced by Zeigler supported

the concept and Grose relied upon these r,rhen nakíng his sales pítch"

I,trhen íncentives were first. introduced Grose submítted them to his fe11ow

Deputy-Minísters for their comments, However when the conurents \./ere

anything but supportive, Grose did not seek theír advice on future

proposals. In fact, r¿hen the Government met with Monoca, Grose ¡,¡as Ëhe

only cívi1 servant present to offer a<ivice - a tendency for groups subject

to "groupthinkil who do not vrant to be exposed to oEher types of opinion

that does not support the group concensus. During Ëhe search this

tendency dominated, thus allowing the operative belief structure of the

decision-makers to mpíntain an expectation based on simplicity and

consisËency.

behavior of decision-makers, the root cause of this tendency, a specífic

expectation can have other affects. As in his Cabinet meetings, Roblin

probably held sway over the Directorate of the MDA because of his

While the above tendency can influence the informatÍon seeking
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authoritarían sËy1e. In such situations Janis suggests an auËhorítarian
80

leader r"ri1l have much to do with the shaping of the group t s eonsensus.

If this assumption is correct Ëhen the decision group owed not only its

status but its goal to Roblin. In vier¡ of this, Janís also states

t'government policy-makers, like most executives in other organizations,

hesltaËe to obj ect to a policy if they think their forthright stand
B1

nighÈ dam¡ge theÍr personal status and political effectiveness." The

overall acquiescence of the other Cabinet members to Roblin's goal ís

therefore logical despite some evidence that other views v/ere e)<Pressed.



In a simil-ar sítuatíon Halperin found

"the desíre to remain involved and effective also leads
officials whose influence depends largely on the confidence
of the PresidenË to faithfully execute his decisions and
to take stands which they believe he r¿ould want them to
take. Acheson describes in his memoirs the care he took
to maintain the confidence of the President" Neustadt reports
that Dulles \rras equally motivated....tt
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The evidence from Ëhe CFI mâterial also supports this hyporhesis.

In Roblinrs expecÈation for the NorËh, two factors predominated.

One, the idea of an integrated forestry complex and two, the idea that

the projecË must be developed by private enterprise. It was under these

conditíons the decision gïoup functioned. Such a condition however does

allow for some deviation noted above and Evansrs behavior fits this anomaly.

On several occasions in memos Ëo Ëhe Premier he mentioned the possibility

of public ownership, buË he tempered these suggestions by sti11

advocating faith in Roblinrs position:

"From Ëhe above you w-il1 see that I believe private
i¡lterests can be found to undertake these ventures.
AË the same tíme I realj-ze the iuportance of moving
ahead on these proj ects and if \^7e are unable to interest
private enterprise I will bring forward suggestions
regarding the possible operation of these projects byr
Crown Companies or under a leasing operation to private
companies and a defínite Plan.

B3
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This devíance has been noËed in other decision groups and is allowed íf

it does noË challenge the fundamental assumptions under r,+h-ich the group
B4

operates. These fundamental assumptions of the CFI concePË \',/ere not

challenged and Evants suggestíons were never seriously advanced nor



considered.

Roblin and Grosels behavior validated the Ëheory of decisíon-makers

seeking supportive information and this was a primary reason for the

forestry conceptls longeviÈy despite seven years of frustration" By

the tíme the Monoca offer was presented to the goVernnent, an} chance

of the decision gloup acting rationally, had long since disappearedr
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The purpose of this study \,ras to present to the interested reader

an analysís of a Government decision process from three theoreatical

perspect.ives. To do so, three models which incorporated the case study

method were used. The decision process involved an area of special

concern to the Government, that of resource development and specífica11y,

thaË of utilization of ManiËobats northern forest potential.

The three models of decision-making v/ere: 1) the basic raËional

theory of decision-making; 2) the adaptive rational theory of decision-

making, and; 3) a eognitive processing theory of individual decision-

naking. The first model assumed that Ëhe decision-m¡ker has perfect

inform¡tion, he knows all the alternatives and he chooses Ëhe alternatíve

with the maximum benefit. The second model suggesËs thaÈ m¡n does noË

seek to maximize his utility but raÈher r^ri11 choose the first alternative

Èhat. meets a minimun leve1 of expectat.ion. The last model suggests

that decisions are based on the atËaínment of expectations derived from

preconceived atÈitudes or beliefs an individual has about his environmenË.

The CFI decision process was marked by uncertainty. At no time

duríng the search process was Ëhere sufficient information to proceed

positively toward bringing a foresËry complex to Northern Manitoba.

On the contrary, there was available ample informaËion that argued

against the projectts viability at that time. The Goverrunent however

persisted in trying to atËract a developer. From the study three

factors were found to douinat.e this search process: Ëhe condition

of uncertainty; Ëhe presence of incomplete information and; a fixed

CONCLUSIONS
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attitude displayed by the decísion-m¡kers.

Evidence analyzed revealed that t.he Government díd noË act in a

nanner suggested by the t'basic rational modelt'. IË did not have perfect

information for the decísion process and the Government utilized only

data that. supported its position. The Government also failed to

investigate other alternatives and the benefits that roi-ght aecrue from

thern Ëhus improving it,s decision perfornance. Therefore, it could not

rank various opËions vis-a-vis each other, nor meke a decision based on

t.he besË alternative. The Governmentrs behavior suggests contrary to

the hypothesis generated by the t'basic rational modelr' that iË did not

acË ratíonal in this siËuation. Therefore this implies that GovernnenË

decision-makers do not always use the tradiËionally assumed.method ¡¿hen

making decisions.

The "adaptive rational theory" unlike the first ¡rode1 cloes not

posit Ëhe concepË of perfect ínformation. Instead it suggests thaÈ

decisíon-m¡kers opeTaÈe under uncertainty, a condition that the CFI

decision-makers had Ëo contend r^riËh. The model also states that

alternaËives are reviewed sequentially until one Eeets a desired 1eve1

of expeeËation. Implícit in this theory is Ëhe concept of search, a

notion that evidence revealed did not occur in the posiËed m¡nner ín

the CFI affaj-r. Only one alËernative r{as ever considered - a privately

developed forestry complex. No oÈher alternatives vtere considered

and the Government did not lower its expectation 1evel despite the

numerous failures it encountered. Evidence also showed the Government

díd not reduce the level of uncertainty, rather by pursuing the one
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alternaËíve, it exposed itself to greater uncertainty" Nor did the

Government ttlearnrt from its unsuccessful attempts. Overall the

Government did not act ín the "satisficing mode" hypothesized by Cyerf

and March's model.

Of the five hypotheses posited by the "cognitive processing model"

the Government decision group and more speeifically Roblin and Grose

did display the behavior Èendencies suggested with one expectation.

By setting an ímmediate priority on the project t.he GovernmenË introduced

a tíme restricËion on the projecË. Negotiatíons with interested companies

'$/ere conducted on Ëhis basis. Almost full attention would be given Ëo

that company until negotiatíons failed at which rime the Government

would actívely court the next one in the same manner, In the quest for

economic development Ëhe Govern¡rent had only one objective and it refused

to accept any conflicting information to the objective. The Government

did have other opportuníties but it refused to pursue then.

The cognitive ¡oodel suggested the use of "impossibility inferences"

by decision-makers and it vras here thaË the CFI decision-makers did not

display the behavior posiÈed by the model. This anomâly in their

behavior was due however to the lack of compeÈing alternatives from

rival po1ícy gïoups. The CFI decision-mnkers did use Ëransformational

inferences as evidenced by their naintainance of the original objective

in conjunction with their ehanging ideas about incentives and the

Governmentrs role in the project. Finallyrthe Roblin and Grose decision

group did display Ëhe tendency to seek supportive information from other

like-minded individuals and decisions vrere nade ín this atmosphere.
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The applicability of the three models to the decision process has

been mírrored by the effectiveness of their indivídua1 hypotheses ín

providing a logical explanation for the exhibiÈed behavior. In this

regard several factors have from the evidence been establíshed. These

are the condítion of uncertainty, the presence of incomplete information

and, t,he fixed attitude displayed by Ëhe Government. In applying each

model to the decísion process, Èhe basic raÊional roodel failed to account

for the presence of any of these factors. In doing so, the modelrs

fundamental assumption that decisíons are the result of a process of

m:ximizat.ion was ínvalidated. The basic rational rnodel's inabilíty to

account for the presence of these factors is due to its broad generality.

By assuming decisions are always made under perfect conditions, the

model can not explain the affect of deviations from this norm. Therefore

in decision situations such as Ëhe one under consideraËion and that

governments are often exposed to, the modelts applicability is inadequate

to explain the behavior of Ëhe decision-mekers.

In the case of the adaptive rational model, the model correctly

hypothesized the presence of incomplete informaÈion and the condition

of uncertainty. However based on these assumpËions Èhe model also

suggested that decisions are a result of expectat,i-ons and alËernatives

being matched. Sinilar to the former model, this assunes that alternatives

are generated - a behavior patËern Ëhe material reviewed dÍd not happen.

And líke the former mod.el the presence of unexplained facËors (on1y

one in this case) left Ehe analysis incomplete. Because the CFI

decision-makers dísplayed such a firm commiËment to a specifie goal'
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they were noË able to sequentually review other alternatives, even

though other alternatives existed. In a siËuation where such deep

commitment r^7as evident, the adaptive rational model's abílity like the

former modelts, r,/as linited in this type of situation.

Unlíke the first two theories, Ëhe cognitive model did account

for t,he three facËors. In this case, the explanations l./ere based on

several fundamental propositions of psychology. The usefulness of this

approach is seen in the manner in which the cognítive model vier.¡s the

decision-making group - as a group of individuals. It also takes into

account the pecularíties of these individuals and the affect thaË these

deviaÈions can have on the decisíon-meking process. The ímportanË

aspect of this model ís iËs emphasis on the individual's information

processing system. Using this as its cenËra1 concept, the model logically

explained the system of information pïocessing, the limiÈations placed

on this processíng system, the establishment of belief sets and inference

hierarchies, and finally the manner in which the mind reacts to new

envíronmenËal stimuli. The end result of these explanations üIas a

model that was clearly more applicable to the decisíon problem being

artaLyzed.

In eonclusion, the foregoing study has shovm that the CFf decision

gloup and in parti-cular Roblin and Grose were influenced by belief

structures tha¡ had been established independentty of the roajority of

information generated from the decision situaËion, Data, which others

saqT as -important and as Ëhe evidence revealed was not correctly utilízeð'.

In order to counter these factual anomalies, Roblin and Grose employed
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perceptual mental blocks to the informaËion they \.{ere uncomfortable with.

The result of these acÈions probably strengthened their exisËing belief

structures to which they \,^/ere couìrnitted. In the end this 1ed to their

hasty decision to accept the Monoca offer, the only offer which satisfied

all the requirements of their expectaËíons for the North.

It vras these psychologÍcal processes operating in the Government

nilieu that produced the CFI policy decision. If it were noË for the

determination of Roblín and Grose despite the countless failures, the

disproportionate amount of opposing infornaÈion, the public criticism

Èo the plan and, the uncert,ainty involved, Èhe concept would have

failed to be implemented.
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